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Coursey continues voter count

11 IL

WKMS
to feature
debate
Coverage of the_preadenlial debates will continue on
WKMS 91.3 FM beginning at
8 p.m. Wednesday.
The second of three debates
between Vice President Al Gore
and Texas Gov. George W. Bush
will be broadcast live from
Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, N.C.
WKMS will air the National
Public Radio broadcast of the
debate with Scott Simon as
the host.

Commission
dismisses
Santa case
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A state human rights panel
dismissed a sexual discrimination complaint against WalMart for barring a woman from
playing Santa at its Morganfield, Ky. store.
Wal-Mart argued Santa
Claus is a man, and former
employee Marta Brown wasn't
convincing. The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights
agreed in a ruling handed
down Monde(
Brown, who was a customer service representative,
volunteered to play the part
in December 1995 and was
allowed to use any item in
the store for her costume.
"Unfortunately, Ms. Brown's
debut as Santa Claus wakeless than successful," Commissioner Karen McCord in the
order.
Brown dressed in the traditional Santa suit but didn't
wear the padding that customarily fills out jolly Old St.
Nick's -suit.
The store elected to go with
a male Santa after a customer
complained that her child asked
about Santa's breasts.
The company feared complaints about a female Santa
would hurt Wal-Mart's reputation and affect Christmas sales.
which account for about half
the store's annual sales, the
company argued.
"We originally had allowed
her to play Santa Claus and
only switched after children
detected she was a woman.
so we never intended to discriminate against her," Bill
Wertz, a Wal-Mart spokesman,
said from Bentonville, Ark., in
a telephone interview Monday.
The commission found that
the company's fear of lost
sales"especially in a small town
during the Christmas holiday
was significant and a legitimate business concern."
Brown later quit her job, in
part, because employees
teased her about the incident.
records show.
Brown was asking for
$67,000 in lost wages and
pain and suffering caused by
the incident.
There was no listing for a
Marta Brown in Morganfield and
Alteata McWilliams, Brown's
attorney, did not immediately
return a telephone call from
The Associated Press.

NA/1 A.'ill rz
Tonight.. Clear with widespread frost. Low 30 to 35.
Near calm wind.
Wednesday Sunny. High
near 70
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Even though the deadline
to register to vote in the Nov.
7 general election in Calloway
County passed at 4:30 p.m.
Monday afternoon, the real
work of getting everyone .on
the books may be just beginning.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said Monday afternoon that the earliest date all
the new registrations would
be counted would be Wednesday, although he said that
estimate was being "optimistic."
"It's going to take probably until the end of the week,"
Course), said. "Last week,
(people) were coming in off
the street 40 and 50 at a
time. I've got a drawer full
of about 500 I've got to go
through."
The high numbers, though,
were not the only reason
Coursey was pessimistic about
totaling Up the final numbers.
Applications from Tennessee
residents, applications with no
party affiliation listed and
applications with incorrect
Social Security numbers are
just some of the instances
that have slowed the process,
he said.
"I'm going to have to kick
some of these out," Coursey

said. "If it's something simple like a party affiliation, I
can just get that updated. Anything after that, I'm going to
kick out."
Coursey said registration
forms that had been mailed
would have 10 -be postmarked
on or before Monday's date
to be counted. The Calloway
County Clerk's Office will also
be tallying up registrations
for the Hazel general .election.
Both Murray and Hazel
will be holding local option
elections, which will be to
determine whether restaurants
that seat at least 100 people
and derive at least 70 percent of their gross revenues
from food sales will be allowed
to serve alcohol by the drink.
Only residents in the Murray and Hazel city limits will
be allowed to participate in
the local option elections.
The election will also feature the presidential election,
a city council race, school
board races, the question of
whether to allow the General Assembly to meet annually, whether to abolish the
Kentucky Railroad Commission and the race for the 1st
District House seat.
Absentee -voting can be

• See Page 2
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Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. double-checks a new voter registration against a map and
a computer Monday in his office.

Counties complain about claims processor
comFRANKFORT, Ky. .(AP) — Counties that depend on be denied — a prerequisite to billing an insurance
provider.
other
or
pany
Medicare money to keep ambulances running complain
"There is the appearance that every other (claim) is
that nearly half their claims are being denied by the feddenied," Henry said. "You find everything is correct
just
contractor.
eral program's paperwork
was
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry, who has been enlisted by an -on a claim, then you can't figure out why the claim
place."
first
the
in
ambulance service association, said the contractor — Admi- denied
Rick Tibbetts, a consultant to the Kentucky Ambulance
naStar Federal, a subsidiary of Anthem Inc. — seems to
Association, said there are "dramatic inconsisProviders
be acting arbitrarily.
It has, at times, denied payment on patients who had tencies" in AdminaStar's claims processing. He also said
ed" a
broken bones, chest pains and difficulty breathing, Henry the company appeared to have "terribly misinterpret
nonfor
claims
in
fraud
of
wary
be
to
directive
federal
comsaid in an interview. But at other times, he said, the
runs.
ambulance
emergency
to
specifically
submitted
were
pany has paid claims that

AdminaStar's chief financial officer, Kim Blinkhorn,
could not be reached Monday. But in a letter to Henry
after a meeting on Thursday, she -conceded "a backlog of
ambulance claims" was created when AdminaStar, acting
on the federal government's orders, made some changes
to ensure that transportation claims were paid properly.
"Procedures have been put in place to resolve this
issue." Blinkhom's letter said. For one, company officials
will meet regularly with a committee • of the ambulance

II See Page 2

Clinton
to sign
China
trade bill

Cold snap
sweeps
region
ATLANTA (AP) — Southerners pulled out their sweaters and
coats earlier than usual this year
as a winter cold snap swept through
the region before autumn's colors
had even made an appearance.
A high pressure system out of
Canada plunged temperatures into
the upper 20s in places that had
been in the mid-80s just last week.
Among the lowest of the lows:
26 in Cleveland, Ga., 29 in
Huntsville, Ala., and 33 in Raleigh
N.C.
"We haven't seen these kinds
of temperatures this early since
the early 1900s," said Kent
McMullen, a National Weather
Service meteorologist in Peachtree
City, Ga.
Temperatures were expected to
return to normal by midweek. In
the meantime. Andy Futch, owner
of an apple orchard in Ellijay.
Ga., said he's enjoying the winter preview.
"I've been burning up for two
months," he said, adding that cooler temperatures are good for the
apple business. "Most people don't
think about drinking hot cider or
eating a hot pie unless it's cold
weather."
Marlene Anderson, 67, of
Lawrenceville, Ga., said she wasn't ready for the abrupt change.
"I miss the hot weather 1 was
complaining about just a couple
of weeks ago." she said. "I was
just looking over my winter clothes
and thinking. 'Gee, I need to go
out and get some fleece."
In Raleigh. the manager of the
Galatea women's clothing store waS
ready to fill that need with plenty of displays of fall sweaters and
winter clothing.
"I'm enjoying it because I can

• See Page 2
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of corn
LINE 'EM UP...Calloway County farmer Darrel Clark goes through his last row
Monday.
on his farm in the southwest part of the county

Flubs, facts get new
attention in campai
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — For- Truth." And Gore officials say a
get any return to civility in the portion of his Web site will be
excruciatingly close presidential devoted to Bush's flubs.
Gore advisers say his campaign
race. To Al Gore's camp, George
W. Bush is a bumbler and bab- is feeling the sting of the GOP
bler. Bush advocates call Gore "a efforts: Polls suggest Bush has
serial exaggerator.". a guy who just picked up support since last week's
first debate. The Gore people hope
can't tell the truth.
Gore's embellishments and voters will decide Bush is being
Bush's botches could pose serious too negative and will reverse the
political problems for each in the trend one more time.
Gore's occasional trouble with
final month oP the campaign. analysts and politicians suggest. And the facts and Bush's problems with
both camps are intensifying their language are long-recognized traits
that are getting added attention
criticism.
The Bush campaign has issued with the race so close in the final
e-mail press releases it calls "The weeks of the campaign.
"Both problems are equally seriGore Detector: A Regular Report
on Al Gore's Adventures with the ous and disturbing," said Larry

Sabato, a political scientist at the
University of Virginia. He said
Bush's gaffes reinforce suggestions
of intellectual shortcomings while
Gore's embellishments fuel concerns about his honesty.
"Americans want someone as
their president who is smart enough
for the job. But they also 'want
someone who isn't always lying
to them" Sabato said.
Eight of 10 people think Gore
is intelligent and well informed
compared with seven of 10 for
Bush. according to Time-CNN and
Newsweek polls. But people think

II See Page 2
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's signing of a bill
that permanently normalizes trade
relations with China is expected
to translate into billions of dollars in new sales for U.S. farmers, manufacturers and service companies.
Increased competition inside
China, however, is expected to
result in massive layoffs, especially in China's state-run companies.
The House approved the legislation normalizing trade relations
in May; the Senate passed it on
Sept. 19. The measure revises a
law from the mid-1970s that subjected trade relations with communist states to annual reviews.
The president invited key lawmakers to the South Lawn of the
White House on Tuesday to witness his signing of the U.S.-China
Relations Act of 2000, a hardfought victory for the administration.
The legislation is an outgrowth
of a U.S.-Chinese agreement last
fall under which China, as a condition for entering the World Trade
Organization, agreed to open its
markets and reduce tariffs.
Clinton has argued that the
more China opens -its markets to
U.S. products. the more fully it
will unleash the potential of China
citizens.
It is China's 1 billion residents
that U.S. business is eyeing.
Labor conservative groups and
human rights campaigners had:
argued that the annual review'
allowed the United States a chance
each year to pressure China on.
human rights, trade practices and

•See Page 2
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II Cold ...
From Page 1
break out the hot cider and the
hot chocolate and the sweaters,"
Susan Burney said. "That's a huge
change from the end of last week,
when nobody wanted to look at
them."
Brad Balsis, manager of Habersham Gardens Nursery in Atlanta,
where temperatures dropped to a
record 36 degrees early Monday,
also attributed brisk sales to the
the cool weather.
"This was like a beautiful, 'eriip
fall weekend. People really are
ready to plant," he said. "People
have been buying cool season
annuals, bulbs, perennials and trees.
Sales were definitely up."
Temperatures dipped to about
33 degrees Monday in Newport.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WARMING UP.. The Trigg County High School band prepares to perform Saturday during the
Festival of Champions marching band contest at Roy Stewart Stadium.

• Campaign
From Page 1
Bush is more likely than Gore to
say what he believes and not just
what voters want to hear, the polls
say.
Gore foes point to two statements in particular from last week's
debate: He said he inspected flood
and fire damage in Texas in 1998

STUART
ALEXANDER
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL BOARD
NUMBER 3 ON THE BALLOT

• ••

with James Lee Witt, the director
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and he said a
15-year-old Sarasota, Fla., girl was
having to stand in an overcrowded science class.
Gore has since acknowledged
that he went to Texas but not with
Witt and not to the disaster area.
And the principal of the school
in Sarasota said the girl only stood
one day.
Meanwhile. Bush detractors cite
his sometimes convoluted descriptions, jumbled syntax and occasional difficulty explaining his own
programs.
Over the weekend in Florida,
Bush fumbled his arithmetic on
taxes and wound up just spitting
out numbers.. At another point, he
criticized Gore's health plan saying,"He wants the doctors to make
every decision on behalf of every
patient" — just what Bush contends wouldn't happen.
While some critics say Bush's
mistakes indicate a shaky grasp
of issues and facts, Bruce Buchanan,
a government professor at the University of TeTas and a longtime
Bush watcher, suggests the more
likely problem is fatigue.
"When he gets tired and is
under pressure, he has a tendency to misspeak," Buchanan said.

Man takes
journey to
honor brother

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
New Mexico man and his horsedrawn buggy is passing through
week along his
Gore's political foes have long Kentucky this
journey
2,000-mile
to Washington,
pointed to what they see as a tenof
D.C.
his deceased
in
honor
dency to embellish his role in
veteran.
a
Navy
brother,
events, such as his assertions about
Terry Lee Colburn, 52, of
the creation of the Internet.
Hondo, N.M., on July 2 and plans
Gore said over the weekend
that he had made factual mistakes, to lay wreaths at Arlington Nabut he said Bush had, too, and "I tional Cemetery and the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial.
don't describe that as fictitious or
He said the trip is his way of
an exaggeration. It's just a mis- honoring his brother, Bobby, a seatake."
man who died in 1969 at age 19
Both Bush and Gore were when he disappeared from the USS
preparing Monday for Wednesday Essex while it was in Rhode Island.
night's second presidential debate
"They found him three months later
— Bush at his ranch in Craw- floating in the water," Colburn
ford, about 90 miles north of Austin, said.
and Gore in Sarasota.
There are quicker ways to get
And both campaigns insisted from New Mexico to Washington,
their candidates wouldn't be ne'gD.C., but Colburn said the pace and
ative.
the people he meets along the way
However, Democratic National make the trip worthwhile.
Chairman Joe Andrew said in Flori"It's like I'm in a parade every
da that Bush's fumblings were day. I try to wave at everybody,"
"fair game."
said Colburn.
"We're not talking about perColburn, who took time off from
sonal attacks on his individual his job as a bartender and waiter,
character, we're talking about his travels about five hours a day.
record," Andrew said.

• Clinton ...
From Page 1
weapons exports.
After it enters the WTO. China's
tariffs on U.S.-made goods would

drop from an overall average of
25 percent to 9 percent by 2005.
Negotiations at the WTO's Geneva headquarters, however, recently stalled after three weeks of discussions in which the Chinese negotiators appeared to be backpedaling on agreements made with the
United States or other nations.
U.S. Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky is set to leave as
early as this week for Beijing to
help clear the way for China's initiation into the WTO.
Barshefsky spokeswoman Amy
Stilwell emphasized on Monday that
Barshefsky's trip was not aimed
at reopening any parts of the deal
the United States made with China
last November.
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operation modes. The most realistic hand crafted logs
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high efficiency of vent-free space heating makes
Monessen the ultimate choice When you're looking for
gas logs with heat and personality.
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Ky., as about 2,200 customers of
the utility Cinergy sat with no
natural gas for heating. Company
officials said crews were working
16-hour days to repair damage
from a gas line rupture.

Minn., with a low of 16,and Springfield, Ill., where thermometers bottomed out at 25. Previous records
for the date in both cities had
been established in 1895,the weather Service said.
The cold touched off snow
In parts of west Texas a wintry mix of rain and sleet coated showers around the Great Lakes
still-green trees with up to a quar- and northern New England.
ter of an inch of ice sending them
A foot of snow blanketed parts
crashing into yards, cars and power Of northern Wisconsin and Michi-lines.
gan's Upper Peninsula during the
West Texas Utilities said crews weekend and some of it was still
were working Monday morning to around. Monday.
restore power to 4,500 homes,
"We're building a golf course
most of them around Alpine.
and the guys are working in the
Northern states also are endur- snow and a little bit of ice," said
owner David Lundberg at Whiteing unseasonably cold weather.
It was the coldest Oct. 9 in cap Mountain Ski Resort near Monmore than a century at St. Cloud, treal, Wis.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Officials reportedly plan to file second-degree burglary charges
against Brian E. Ferguson, 28, of Riviera Courts, today after deputies
found in his car televisions, computers and other electrical equipment that
had been reported stolen from a West Drive home of Stacy Darnell this
past weekend. Deputies stopped Ferguson early Sunday morning for not
having taillights on his car. He later flunked sobriety field tests and, after
telling the officer he had smoked-marijuana and taken an anti-depressant,
was charged with driving under the influence, driving on a revoked license
and no taillights. Officers also found evidence he had broken into Scott
Grove Baptist Church and charged him with third-degree burglary. He remained in the Calloway County Jail Tuesday morning in lieu of a $7,500
cash bond. The Murray Police Department assisted in the case.
• Alisha G. Adams, 29, of East Y Drive, was released from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Sunday after being admitted for observation
with an injury she suffered in a one-vehicle accident early Saturday morning. Adams was northbound on Kentucky 121 South in New Concord
about 1:25 a.m. when, she told authorities, a car pulled out in front of her.
She swerved to miss it, overcorrected and went off in a ditch, causing her
truck to overturn. Adams suffered a possible head injury, while a passenger, Eric Adams, 38, of the same address, was treated at MCCH for pain to
his right shoulder and released, an MCCH spokesman said.
• Mario Perez, 52, of Taylor Store Road, was released from the hospital
Monday after being admitted overnight with injuries he sustained in a onevehicle accident Sunday morning on Charlie Miller Road. Perez had surgery to close a cut to his head and was admitted overnight for observation,
an MCCH spokesman said.
Murray Police Department
• Additional charges are possible in a rash of summertime burglaries
that led authorities to charge four local teen-agers with burglary counts
last Thursday. A 16- and 17-year-old were charged with three counts each
of second-degree burglary and two counts of third-degree burglary stemming from the break-ins of two businesses and three city homes between
July 1 and Sept. 27. Another 16-year-old was charged with two counts of
each offense, while another 16-year-old was charged with two counts of
third-degree burglary. Officials recovered several hundred dollars worth of
digital cameras and video equipment; compact disc players; tape recorders; and computer equipment.

• Counties

•••

From Page 1
association, the letter said.
Medicare, a federal insurance
program, covers health services for
the elderly — up to 80 percent
in the case of ambulance service.
Elderly patients account for a
bit more than half of a typical
county's ambulance runs, according to the Kentucky Ambulance
Provider Association.
Tibbetts said AdminaStar is
denying 47 percent of claims for
ambulance runs. He said that was
the third-highest denial rate in the
nation and meant that roughly one
ambulance run in four was not being
funded.
A spokeswoman for AdminaStar, Patty Coyle Locke, said she
could not confirm that rate. The

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
6-4-3
Pick 4:
2-9-5-2

EVENING
Pick 3:
1-5-7
Pick 4:
4-1-4-4
Cash 5:
2-4-27-28-29

Shell

has not calculated a denial
rate, she said.
Knox County, which operates
nine ambuldices from stations in
Corbin and Barbourville, was owed
more than $394,000 by Medicare
as of last week, Judge-Executive
Gerald K. West said. The service
is "very dependent on timely cash
flow," West said in an interview.
Anderson County figures it is
owed about $65,000 to date in the
fiscal year that began July I. So
far, the county's budget has been
able to absorb the cost. "We have
a lot of counties that don't have
that luxury. They've had to borrow money" to keep ambulances
running, Judge-Executive Anthony
Stratton said.
company

• Coursey
From Page 1
done Oct. 20 at the county clerk's
office on the second floor of the
Calloway County Courthouse for
those who will be out of the county on Election day and for women
in their third trimester of pregnancy.
Coursey said last week that he
expects to have nearly 8,000 registered city voters and approximately 14,000 in the county for
the election.
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DEATHS
Leo Carraway

William Udell Kalberer

The funeral for William Udell Kalberer will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Marvin Ramer
and Lyle Underwood will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Billy Thompson, Billy Mason, Glen Trayice, Arthur Lee, James Bogard and Don Kilcoyte. Honoray pallbearers will be members of Murray Lodge No. 2001 of Loyal Order of
Moose. Private internment rites will be held.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Kalberer, 76, Broad Street, Murray, died Saturday. Oct. 7, 2000,
at 9 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired sub station operator for the Tennessee Valley
Authority, a Navy veteran of World War II, and a member of Flint
Baptist Church and Murray Lodge No. 2001 of Loyal Order of Moose.
His wife, Mrs. Barbara Jean Kalberer, died in 1978, and one son,
Jerry Kalberer, died in 1998. Born March 21, 1924, in Smithland, he
was the son of the late John William Kalberer and Flora Shea Kalberer.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jeanne Rogers, Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs.. Denise Ross and husband, Danny, and Mrs._Vicki Sherrety
and husband, Richard, all of Paducah; one son, John Kalberer and
wife, Donna, Hardin; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Teresa Kalberer, Murray;
10 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

The.funeral for Leo Carraway will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Steve, Monty, Tommy Roger. Tony and Tracy
Carraway, all grandsons. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Carraway, 91, Shoemaker Road. Murray. died Sunday, Oct. 8,
2000, at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Hollis Jackson Carraway, died in 1985. Two grandsons. Barry Lee Jones and Ralph Edward Carraway, also preceded
him in death. Born Feb. 26, 1909, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Lee Caraway and Lula Miller Carraway.
A retired farmer, Mr. Carraway was a member of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Faye Jones and husband,
Harold. Carrollton, Texas; three sons, Joe Carraway and wife. Sue,
Noby Can-away and. wife.. Euva_and_ Ralph_ Carraway and -wife,
olyn, one sister, Mrs. Frances Dunn. and one brother, Pat Carraway
and wife, D'ortha. all of Murray: 14 grandchildren: 19 great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Robert Jerry Thompson
Robert Jerry Thompson, 54, died today, Tuesday, Oct. 10, 2000, at
1:44 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Albert Taylor
Albert Taylor, 70, Henry County, Tenn., died today, Tuesday, Oct.
10, 2000, at 2:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Grace Herndon
Mrs. Grace Herndon, 82, died Monday, Oct. 9, 2000, at 11:15 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Lacey Carr
Lacey Carr, 78, Murray, died today, Tuesday, Oct. 10, 2000, at
Meadow Brook Nursing Care, Cincinnati, Ohio.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Betty Jean Burnett
Mrs. Betty Jean Burnett, 68.
St. Louis, Mo., formerly of Calloway County, died Friday, Oct.
6, 2000. Her death followed an
extended illness.
She was the daughter of the
late Howell Starks and Mary Darnell Starks of Calloway County.
One sister, Mary Jo Newberry, and
one brother, Lowell Starks. also preceded her in death.
Mrs. Starks was a member of
Southside Church of Christ, St.
Louis.
Survivors include her husband,
Clifford Burnett; one daughter,
Cindy Burnett and her fiancé, and

one son, Cliffie Burnett and wife.
Deanna. all of St. Louis: two sisters. Mrs. Velda Linn and Mrs.
Glenda Murphy and husband. Paul.
and three brothers. Neal Starks.
J.B. Starks and wife, Janice. and
Bernard Starks and wife. Dorothy.
and several nieces and nephews.
all of the Murray area.
The funeral was held Monday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Kutis
Funeral Home, St. Louis.

'The Essential
Day Spa
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Genealogy event will!
be here this weekend
Local residents might notice a
number of out-of-towners hanging
out in the some unusual places
this weekend.
The cemeteries, libraries and
even court houses will be key
locations for these visitors. They
won't be here to check out the
new attractions that can be found
in our home towns, but they will
he here to check out the old ones.
This group will be members of
the Jackson Purchase Internet Mail
List, an on-line community of some
700 genealogists and family historians that share a common interest in their progenitors, and their
roots to the eight counties that
compose the region.
Approximately 150 of them will
convene over the weekend of Oct.
13-15 at the Murray State University Curris Center to learn more
about the way it was back in those
early days and to compare notes
and hopefully find some new
"cousins" in the process.
Bill Utterback, host of the
Jackson Purchase Mail List, and
one of the conference hosts, is
not new to genealogy.

•

He has been researching in ilk
Jackson Purchase region for ovk
36 years, is a certified genealot . •
ical records- specialist. and %%"
recently the recipiema of the 200i
Western Kentucky Outstanding SO- •
vice to Genealogy Award from (11
Kentucky Genealogical Society.
The Jackson Purchase Homecoming Planning Committee has
been meeting in on-line chats for
nearly a year, planning the detaili
that will make tt)is conference
success story.
Many of the attendees have dmcovered distant relatives through the
Jackson Purchase Mail List, and
!he homecoming_ and conference .
will offer them their first opportunity to meet each other face to
face.
Registrations have been received
from all over the United States.
and conference registration has
now closed.
Local genealogical and histork
cal societies, as well as genealoit
ical book publishers and sellers, will
be present at the conference to
answer questions and present their.
offerings to the attendees.

VOTE

#1

LANCE ALLISON
FOR

CITY COUNCIL
"Promoting Growth While Preserving Character"

Friends hear N.C.
woman shot while
chatting online

-

DUNN,N.C.(AP)— A woman's
ex-husband broke into her mobile
home and shot her as friends on
the other side of the state listened
from an Internet voice chat room,
authorities said.
. Deanna Diane Gregory, 28, died
Monday at a university hospital
in Chapel Hill following the weekend shooting. Gregory told four
friends through her computer's
microphone that her ex-husband
was breaking in, the Harnett County Sheriff's Office said.
The friends heard three gunshots and notified authorities, who
found Gregory's frpnt door open
and the woman wounded on the
couch, Maj. Steve West with the
sheriff's office said.
Adam Brute Moore, 29, was
initially charged with attempted
Investments Since 18.54

Paid For By Lance Allison

icierituge Monument
Keepsake Monuments,Inc.

murder, but the charge was expected to change to murder, West said.
He was also charged with firstdegree burglary.
West said the couple's children
were staying with Moore's parents wben the shooting occurred:
Earlier this year, Gregory accused
Moore of making threats, but the
case was dismissed, prosecutors
said

SPECIALIZING IN:
•Massage Therapy •Facials
•AVEDA0 Products & 011
• Aromatherapy •Sugaring
• Body Treatments
•Vanicures & redic_ures
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray
BETTY JEAN BURNETT

Tuesday
Special
- Your Choice -

Soup & Salad Bar or
Soup & Sandwich
+ Tax

Some prices are mar in dollars and i flits
Company

Price

Air Products
38% +%.
AT&T
27'., +',
Bell South
43,+ l',.
Briggs & Stratton
4.-36',:.
Bristol Myers Squibb
56% 4-‘.
Caterpillar
.34%. -'.
Daimler Chrysler
47.00 + 2.11
Dean Foods
34',I +'
Exxon-Mobil
91% +'%.
Firstar
18%.+`.
Ford Motor
25% -'..
General Electric
58%.+1..
General Motors
60`!'..- Li.
Goodrich
Goodyear
17.20..10
HopFed Banks
9% B 9%A
I B NI
116%- 1%.
Ingersoll Rand
35%.-%
Intel
40% + Li.
Kroger
21%.,
24%.+%
Lucent Tech
32% +‘..
Mattel
McDonalds
30% 4-31.
Merck
76%.+'.
Microsoft
55%.+ I'.
J.C. Penney
9n., +%.
Pfizer, Inc.
43', +'.
Quaker Oats
77%.+.
Schering-Plough
471\i +%.
Sears
.34.72 +.07
Texaco
Time Warner
85.58 + 1.08
Union Planters
32% -'m
UST
24 +I N
Wal-Mart
45%,+%.
Worldcom Inc
27'.. 4. 112
•I-filliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

i•I

i

41/14V
HIWARD

MINS
stNect vs.
,,,,I, it I

),

J.JIII Mot Val Lre.e. inc • times, PI& and WC

cart and

of Paducah, is proud to sponsor:

Pasta Buffet Feast

"EXPERIENCING GOD"

orship Center
4777Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, KY 42001

12 week Bible study
+ Tax

Buffet Hours: 11:00.111- 2:00 PM,
5:00 PM -8:00 PM

Chg.

Dos Jones Ind. An.....-.....—1060213+ 34.40

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Every Tuesday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Wednesday
Special
Only

Prices as of 9 AM

LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
(Mixt to Rolling Hills Nursery)

767-0760

$199

Stock Market
Report

*Computer generated ,designs
•Competitive prices
•Merninialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display

al‘z9/1"4z-zs

Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
thru December 7
Shoney's Inn
Hwy. 641, Murray, Kentucky
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
HEARTLAND WORSHIP CENTER IN PADUCAH

(270) 534-1400

970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-.2')75

MillWEIRAPZIE"
TENT SALE CONTINUES!!.

1010to50%.„
EVERYTHING
•Closeouts • Discontinued Items• Odd Sizes

DENNISON-HUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

- Ti. Minrort I 410m

PlAwri
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714E NEW PRESIDENT

BE i4oLDINI(.) A PRES!" coNFERENcE
TODAy IN THE' °PRAIA GARDEN,
AS sooni As q6- FINISHES SOME'
BANTER/NG IN T1-1E LEND BEopoom,..

Bottom could make difference
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — In
the story of the two brothers, one
ran away to sea, one became vice
president, and neither ever was
heard from again. That sometimes
has been the lot of vice 'presidential nominees, too.
But not this time. Democrat
Joseph Lieberman and Republican
Dick Cheney are not the low visibility campaign figures prior running mates often have been. In
the closely rated contest between
Vice President Al Gore and Gov.
George W. Bush, the running mates
could turn out to be crucial players.
It is a cliche that' people vote
for president, not for vice president. But in a contest so close
that a percentage point or two, or
a state or two, could turn the outcome. the No. 2 nominees could
he factors.
They matched performances
Thursday night in their vice presidential debate at Centre College.
arguing differences firmly but
politely, and with a collegial tone,
before the largest audience they
will have all campaign.
"1 thought we had a very good
night." Cheney said, and the first
poll conducted after the debate
/ agreed with his assessment. The
ABC poll showed 43 percent
thought he had won. 24 percent
said Lieberman had done better.
and 27 percent rated them even.
More broadly, the vice presidential campaign advantage so far
has been Gore's with Lieberman,
the first Jew nominated on a national ticket, the ebullient senator from
Connecticut who called his role a
miracle and seems to be thriving
in it.
Cheney was the safe choice.
the running mate Bush's peciple
said he picked because he was
more concerned about governing
than about campaigning. But candidates do not get to the former
without the latter. and Cheney has

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Learning
"It's just like 'learning a language," the young woman chirps.
"Right." I attempt a smile, but
the result is weak as watereddown tea.
No use explaining that the only
language I ever studied was German. Claiming that I actually
learned,enough zu sprechen, would
be stretching it.
Remembering my days of
Deutsch takes me back to Room
201 of Metuchen High School.
I'm sitting in the front seat closest to the door because Alexander
is the first surname on the roll.
Miss Lieber Anker is welcoming
us to day one of Beginning German.
She follows each auf Deutsch
statement with its English translation. Her weird self-duet makes
us - in all our teen-aged meanness - snicker.
To us, the joke's on Miss Anker.
We think that she thinks we don't
know she is nearly stone deaf.
She gets by with lip reading and
a set of pearly plastic hearing aids
that buzz on rainy days and are
supposed to be hidden by her stiff
pageboy coif.
The red wig sits on her head
like a helmet. Rumor has it she's
bald, and that suspicion is confirmed
by the absence of real eyebrows.
Fake ones are penciled on fresh
each morning, and they arch over

new skill

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
her dark brown eyes like a pair vocabulary. I am grateful that Miss •
of rusty croquet wickets.
Anker taught me some basics that
Of course we didn't realize it will help me tackle this new chalthen, but Miss Anker was not the lenge. She had the courage to walk one impaired. We, her unforgiv- into class every day and deal with
ing students, were crippled by our whatever came up. She made us
fears of being different. In spite stick with our studies. She gave
of our antics, Fraulein Anker taught us feedback. If one approach didus well. To this day, though I can- n't work, she found another one ,
not speak the language worth a that did.
pfennig, I still have a rudimentaI try to apply these principles
ry reading knowledge.
to my study of HTML. This kind
So it is Lieber Anker I think of learning is difficult for me,
of during a recent training ses- though millions of 8-year-olds have '
sion I attended ..on HTML—Hyper- mastered it and constructed their
text Markup Language. Sitting own websites in an Augenblick.
crestfallen in front of the com- (That's a blinking of an eye.)
puter, I am wondering how I'll
Doggedly. I go back and forth
ever learn enough to design and from the written instructions in
build my own website. One of my book, to the keyboard, to the.
my younger classmates - a 23- screen. Finally, I complete the first
year-old who is a content pro- lesson and create an on-line resume.
ducer for a newspaper in Louisiana With a little help from my friends,
- encourages me with a gentle I even manage to place a graphreminder that learning a language ic on the page and add a backcan be easy. And fun.
ground pattern.
While I'm not exactly giddy as
"Sehr gut," I mater to myself.
I take notes and assimilate a new "Danke schon, Fraulein Anker."
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FROM OUR READERS

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
proved a routine campaigner at because if he and Gore win, Lieberbest.
man will resign the seat and the
He was thrown off stride from Republican governor will appoint
the start by questions about his votes a Republican to the Senate.
against popular programs as a conLieberman brought a special
servative
congressman
from asset to the Gore ticket: his standWyoming.
ing as the Senate moralist who
l'ilextTarne• criticism of his big was one of the first Democrats to
money retirement deal with the denounce Clinton in the Monica
oil supply corporation he had head- Lewinsky scandal. While Liebered. and the question of whether man scolded the president in a
he would forgo millions of dol- Senate speech in 1998, he voted
lars worth of stock options were in • 1999 against convicting Clinhe elected vice president. He final- ton of the impeachment charges.
ly said he would forfeit the options.
A Washington Post poll pubThen he was dogged by ques- lished Sept. 30 showed Bush and
tions about skimpy donations to Gore even on the question of
charity and .about not voting in which would do a better job of
14 elections, most of them on improving the nation's moral vallocal offices or issues, in the five ues but the Democrat's rating shot
years he had lived in Dallas.
up to a 10-point advantage when
Lieberman came to the ticket Lieberman's name was part of the
with his own set of problems, but question.
managed to duck or talk his way
Vice presidential nominees have
around them.
been election factors before. WithHe swallowed his support for out Lyndon Johnson. John F.
test runs with school vouchers, his Kennedy probably could not have
sometime skepticism about affir- won crucial Texas. Bob Dole's harsh
mative action, his backing of pri- campaign hatchet work in 1976
vate investments as a part of Social may have cost Republican votes.
Security, his criticism of making Dan Quayle's challenged qualifiprescription drug benefits part of cations probably did the same in
Medicare. These positions differed 1988, but George Bush won anyfrom Gore's.
way. Gore was an adroit ally and
Lieberman also had problems campaign companion for Clinton
early on when he made religion in 1992.
part of his standard campaign
Incidentally, that observation
speech. pressing it to the point about the vanishing vice president
that the Anti-Defamation League came from one — Thomas Marsaid he was overdoing it.
shall, who served under Woodrow
Lieberman also is running for Wilson. He's the man who venre-election to the Senate in Con- tured another bit of vice presinecticut, with an overwhelming dential wisdom:
lead The dual role makes con"What this country needs is a
gres,l()nal
Democrats
uneasy really good five-cent cigar."

Alcohol would
bring problems
Dear Editor:
My husband and I are retired and moved to
Murray in April of 1999. We love Murray and
have found this to be a community of friendly.
courteous, hard working family people.
We have also met many helpful and sincere
MSU students.
I am concerned about the wet/dry vote coming
up this November.
I believe a vote for alcohol will be the first
step to opening the door to establishments that
will want to enter Murray with their primary goal
to sell alcohol to the college students and the
young people of our community.
Pick up a copy of the Murray State News and
read the ads enticing the students to come across
the border or go to Paducah to the Sports Bars
and Cafes.
It is also interesting that two of the three restaurants that might choose to sell drinks by the glass
are right next to the MSU campus.

As more alcohol is made available in our city
there will be a need for increased security and
police which will mean higher taxes to pay for
this so called improvement to our city.
Just because alcohol is not sold in Murray does
not mean it is not consumed.
There is no law stopping people or students
from drinking. So why make alcohol even more
accessible than it already is when it has a reputation of ruining some lives and can be a catalyst
for bad behavior and even criminal acts.
At least if people drink in their homes or students drink in their apartments or dorms they are
not out of on our roads.
The women students at MSU want to "Take
Back the Night" so it is safer to walk the campus at night. Citizens who are responsible social
drinkers, I hope you are responsible enough to see
what this vote could do the safety of our students
at night.
Voting is a privilege so make sure and vote
and please vote NO for alcohol by the glass.
Margaret Reid
508 Shady Lane
Murray, KY 42071
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 2 — The Daily Telegraph, London. on
Oct. 1 — The Jordan Times, Amman, on vioIsraeli-Palestinian fighting:
lence in the Palestinian territories:
Rarely can there have been an image as horriIt is with horror and disgust that we witness
ble as that of the Palestinian child killed by cross- the ongoing clashes in the West Wank. and we lay
fire in Gaza on Saturday.
the blame squarely on the fleshy shoulders of one
First we saw a 12-year-old boy sobbing in panic man: Arid l Sharon.
while his father tried to shield him; then the pair
It was Thursday's visit to the Haram As-Sharif
lay still. ...
by Sharon and a delegation of Likud members that
What provoked this sudden eruption? The prox- sparked this round of violence, and it was always
imate cause was a visit by Arid l Sharon, leader of obvious that this was going to happen. Sharon is
the Israeli opposition. to the Temple Mount in one of the most hated men in the Arab world.
Jerusalem.
We hope that Palestinian and Israeli negotiators
Mr. Sharon's irresponsible behaviour was itself will not let these incidents deflect them from
the
consequence of a volte-face by Israel's Prime business at hand: concluding a peace that
will
Minister. Ehud Barak.
prove to be lasting.
Mr. Barak was elected on the basis that an
We hope that the international community will
undivided Jerusalem would remain the. national realize that one of the biggest threats
to peace
capital. Yet he now seems willing to cede East comes from the Israeli right and that it
is essenJerusalem to the Palestinians — a proposal that tial for any possible lasting peace that Palestinian
falls short of Yasser Arafat's demand for sover- and Muslim rights over the Haram As-Sharif are
eignty over the Old City. ...
safeguarded.
Foolishly, the negotiators agreed to leave Jerusalem
We hope that there will be no more casualties
on one side while settling the other issues.
in the West Bank, and we hope that the Israeli
This means that, with no slack to be given else- public will finally realize that Sharon is a serious
where, Jerusalem must bear the full pressure of liability ... and will vote him into oblivion when
their disagreement.
the time comes.
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Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

, PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
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Today
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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It is amazing how much we take for granted that equipment
is going to be up and running when we arrive at work each
day. But yesterday was an exception to that fact.
Because of the equipment evidently just wanting to take a
rest, we were unable to have our front page and sport page
pictures in color. We have become so accustomed to having
those colored pictures in the newspaper each day. Of course it
caused a delay as we were unable to use our computers in the
usual way.
This in a small way reminded me of that day of Aug. 29,
1981, when the Murray Ledger & Times building burned and
we came to work the next work day. Once again we were using
typewriters in a strange building where we worked, but with
new computers in just a short time.
We stayed in the old building until our new building was
completed and the first issue was printed on the new press in
February 1982 and the offices were moved here in June 1982.

Home Educators will meet
Home Educators will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. in the
Calloway County Public Library.

Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting on Thursday at 10 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church. This is a group from the former Christian Women's Club
of Murray. All interested women are invited.

Support Our Park will meet
Support Our Park Group will meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.

Legal services offered to seniors

city
and
;, for

A representative from Western Kentucky Legal Services will be
at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center on Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to noon. Assistance with wills, living wills and
powers of attorney will be provided free of charge; however an
appointment must be made by Wednesday by calling the center at
-753-0929.
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Mr. and Mrs. Rose in 1950

Mr. and Mrs. Rose in 2000

Mr. and Mrs. James Rose of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Oct. IS. 2000.
A reception will be at the Grace Baptist Church Fellowship House,
South Ninth Street, Murray.
All relatives .and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Rose were married Oct. 7, 1950, in Corinth. Miss.
Their attendants' were Evelyn Willoughby Burkeen and the late Robert
Burkeen.

Mrs. Rose. the former Sue Walker, is the daughter of the late Lowell Walker and Zula Lovett Walker.
•
Mr. Rose -is the son of the late George Rose and Buena
Wilson
Rose.
They are both retired from Rose's Wheel Alignment, Murras.
Mr. and Mrs. Rose have one daughter. Mrs. Jan Wheeler and husband. Lyndon. and two gramichildren. Alish-a- -Wheeler and Krisha
Wheeler, all of Soddv-Daisy. Tenn.

Prayer coffee on Thursday

Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at Amerihost Inn, North 12th Street, Murray. Persons are asked to note the
change in meeting, place. For information call Debbie Adams, area
coordinator, at 436-6295.

Parent Power workshop tonight

Girl Scouts to host leadership luncheon

The Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana Development Advisory Board
will host the seven annual Lead.ership Challenge luncheon on Tuesday at the Hyatt Regency ballroom, Louisville.
Sena Jeter Naslund, author of
"Ahab's Wife" and a panel of four

Parent Power Workshop will be tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at
University Church of Christ (rear entrance). "Managing Behavior"
will be theme of the program with Dolores Wells and Becky
Sanchez as speakers.

other local writes will speak at
the luncheon and share their
thoughts on the creative process
involved in writing.
The board started the Leadership Challenge series to showcase
and celebrate the accomplishment
of women in the community.

ommtigotwA
MOCCASINS

A Veterans field representative will be in Murray to provide
counseling and assistance in filing claims for state federal benefits
for veterans and their families this week. The representative will
be at the Murray Post Office from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and at the National Guard Armory, Murray, from 9 to I 1 a.m.
on Thursday.

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

CASA DEL SOL

West View plans events
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home
include Bible Class at 10 a.m., Picnic in the Park at 11:30 a.m.
and Music Hour at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday; Exercise at 10 a.m.,
Gospel Hour at 10:30 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m. Thursday.

OAP VOV
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Cardiac Support group will meet

Monum t

v
• Comparable pricing • 27 yrs. of experience in individual
design to meet customer satisfaction. We offer the best in
personal memorials. Shop with our full seryice staff.
Evening and weekend
appointments welcomed.

Cardiac Support Group will meet today (Tuesday) at 3 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Guest
speaker will be Jeanne Mathis RN who will discuss "Stress Management." For information call Sharon Paschall at 762-1170.

Bereavement Support group will meet

Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
in the administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For informatIon call MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Gifts galore for any occasion — Home Accents, Candles, Candle
Holders, Decorative Plates, Plate Racks, Scented Candles. All great
namebrand tea lamps, picture frames, accessories, even fragrances to
make any home or occasion special. Be sure to stop by and take a look.

Free Gift Wrapping!
402 Main St.

753-2472

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

•Caring Staff•Locally owned for 53 yrs.

Murray-Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors' monthly
meeting scheduled for Thursday has been canceled and rescheduled
for Oct. 19 at' 7 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center (west
entrance)..

the lives of )(mug girls and to
reach women who can serve as
role models for the Girl 'Scouts.

Cdrirjan has a bridal registry?

VA representatives to be here

Transit board meeting changed

This event is also an opportunity to remind adults about the
importance Girl Scouting plays in

' San OFF "molt witztavs
Lose 10-20 Inches Instantly
Expires 10-27-00

WALK INS
WELCOME

Located Behind

Cracker

Bit riI

759-E OG E
V)te'

1707 West Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962 • FAX 270-7534962

Love is an heirloom.

"Permanent Results Without Permanent Dieting"
The Curves for women()weight los. program
I had been overweight most of my
adult life. Curves; nutritional
guidance gave me the tools
I needed to succeed."

Ramsey's course will be offered

Dave Ramsey's "Financial Peace University" will be offered at
Hardin Baptist Church on Thursdays from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. This
is a I3-week course with the cost for materials and lifetime membership of $135. An orientation and enrollment session will he
Thursday. For information call 474-2761.

This is its symbol.
Personalized Jewelryfor Mom
Starting atjust•11991
"

Register your blessed event with us
through our complete "Baby Registry."

It

••.=

• Cribs, Highchairs & Cradles • Baby Bjorn
• Avent Pumps & Bottles • Accessories • Bedding
Dutailier Gliders & Much, Much Morel

)N
tor

)
babies in blo(
om
furniture, gifts & accessories
M-F 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

10•1=111.

On the Square
119 S. 4th St. • Murray
753-7534

'At the age of 62. I'm 49 lbs
lighter & 40 inches smaller'

'Do you or someone
you know have arthritis,
heart disease or diabetes?
Curves changed my life.
• Weekly nutritional guidance
• Determine your best dieting method
• Body fat testing
• No expensive foods to purchase
• Optional exercise program included
Don't wait...
Call or stop by today!
1608 Hwy 121 North
Murray, KY 42071
769-3400

•affcr C20 re**

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

1304-F Chestnut St.• 759-1141 • Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Order Now and Save S20!
Nurpri%e her INN Christmas with a s.rothol of lore.
I et as show sou how to create a Pali& heirloom.
Bring this ad in '5O%1 and receise a
Name

$20 Mail-In Rebate
on an gold( elehration. of Life product,
except for litinclIt of lox haltx ring. Purchase
must he made ia I -16 11 TX). Offer slid only
if accompanied to this ad.()O'er not % slid
oith an other offers Rebate request must be
mailed in no later than 12 31 MO. Alloo 4-6
%seeks for rebate processing.

_

Address
City. ST tip
These 2 lines to he filled

out hy jesseler.

Confirmations
Accounts
Wad this 'vôate
CeleNstions of Life, Attn October Rebate Offer.
PO BOlt 144056. Austin. TX 7871 4-on56
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Sports
Racers look to stay alive in OW race
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Staying alive.
That's the goal of the Murray who will welcoMe MSU to his right knee. is Murray's biggest Eastern Illinois matchup.
State Racers as they fight to get Charleston. III, for a 1:30 p.m. health concern. Pannunzio said
Also, senior defensive end Ed
Monday that the 6-4, 290-pound Johnson partially tore the medial
back into the Ohio Valley Con- Contest on Saturday.
"We have a big week facing sophomore is expected to be out collateral ligament in his left knee
ference race.
And in order to accomplish that us," said Racer head coach Joe 2-3 weeks.
against Indiana State and has missed
Foster's injury is a blow to an the last two games. He is listed
feat, it will very nearly require Pannunzio. "For -us to get into the
peffection -..agaia.st_. the. leagitt,' (Division 1-AM plyofts anti win already thin_offensive_line_
_ _as...doubtful far Saturday's. contest.
the OVC, we can't afford anoth"We're getting pretty thin up
toughest competition.
But perhaps the biggest probthere,- Pannunzio noted, "If we lem facing the Racers may be the
The remainder of the schedule er loss."
However, that could he easier have anymore injuries there, we'll uncertainty of where they stand in
includes second-place Tennessee
Tech, third-place Eastern Illinois said than done — especially with probably have to put Jeremy Good- the OVC pecking order after six
and perennial power Eastern Ken- a few key injuries and some ques- man in. And it gets iffy after_tbat-1.!-- - games.
Senior wide receiver Terrence
tucky — not to mention two-time tion marks heading into the final
Pannunzio isn't really sure where
defending OVC champion Ten- five weeks of the season.
Tillman (concussion) and junior his team stands.
Starting center Josh Foster, who defensive tackle Philip Wasson
nessee State and upstart Southeast
"I really don't know where I
left Saturday's 48-3 win over Ten- (sprained ankle) sat out the UTM would put us in that mix," he
MissOuri State.
But first up are the Panthers. nessee-Martin with an injury to game. Both are probable for the explained. "After six weeks, we

really shouldn't be in that situation. We know that we have to
win out in order to win the conference championship ... but we
still don't know if we're really a.
good team or not."
At the heart of that uncertainty has been a puzzling performance by the MSU defense, which
was allowing.3l -points per game-heading into last week's game
against UT-Martin.
The Racers have shown flashes of their potential, but have had
a penchant for allowing the big
play.
Some of the problems can be
attributed to facing the option on
three separate occasions — an
offense Pannunzio was previously

Kile to get
Game 1 start

Lencki named OVC
co-player of week

for Murray

ST. LOUIS (API — The St. go when he
it
Louis Cardinals' World Series aspi- my turn. That's just the
rations largely fall on the shoul- way I look at things.ders of Darryl Kite. who could
Kile won seven of
get three starts in the NLCS.
his last eight decisions.
Kile, who rebounded from eight got victory No. 20 in
victories ip Colorado last year to his final start and
his first 20-win season this year, allowed two runs in
will go in Game I of the best- seven innings in the
of-seven series against the New playoffs against _ the
York Mets. Manager Tony La Russa Braves.
said he could also .go in Games
Kile is the onlv
4 and 7. each time on three days' member of the staff I.a
rest.
Russa would consider
Kile. who won Game 2 of the usini! on short rest. Rick
Cardinals' surprising opening sweep Ankle!, who'll go in
of the Atlanta Braves in the divi- Game 2, is a 21-yearsion series, said Monday he's not old rookie. And Reties
interested in looking ahead.
(Game 3) is comint_',
"All I know is I've been given off a knee injury that
a job to do on Wednesday and knocked him out of the
I'm going to try to do it the best rotation for about a GETTING IT STARTED.. Darryl Kile, a 20-game winner during the
2000
I can," Kile said. "When Tony month. and Pat Hent- season, will get the start
for the Cardinals in Game 1 of the Nationsays it's time for me to go Out gen (Game 5) gave up
al League Championship Series against the New York Mets.
there and do my job again. I'll a rim per inning his
try to be ready to go."
last two regular-season starts.
out for the rest of the season with pinch hitter Thomas Howard, or
Kile threw 232 2-3 innings, the
Neither of those players were an elbow injury.
reliever Alan Benes. La Russa will
second-highest total of his career, even used in the first round.
Team physician Dr. George likely go with the extra bat.
'although he's not accustomed to
"I was 'asking Tony if Pat and Paletta said the injury was brought
The Cardinals will be facing
going on three days' rest. The only 1 were even on the roster the first on by Stephenson's career-high 200 left-handers the first two games
time he got fewer than four days series." joked Benes, who pitched 1-3 innings.
and La Russa said outfielder Eric
between starts was June 27. when in the season finale Oct. I. "I'm
"Garrett is depressed," La Russa Davis, who batted .390 against
he pitched against the Reds only well-rested, very well-rested."
said. "I don't think there's any lefties,, would be in the lineup.
three days after going only two
The Cardinals' No. 2 winner. question that you'll see him the He doesn't anticipate a change at
innings in a rain-delayed game.
Garrett Stephenson, doesn't figure next time in spring training."
third base, either, where Placido
"It's not about how .the arm in the equation. Stephenson (16La Russa was undecided whether Polanco replaced slumping Ferfeels or how it doesn't feel." Kile 91 left the clincher against the to replace Stephenson with a posi- nando Tatis (3-for-36) the entire
said. "It's about getting ready to Braves after 3- 2-3 innings and is tion player, probably outfielder- Braves series.
./

Vikings edge Bucs
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
difference was so subtle. The
swing was so great.
Though Minnesota and Tampa
Bay played nearly as equals
Monday night, the Vikings' 3023 victory widened the gap
between them to 2 1/2 games
in the NFC's Central Division.
The Buccaneers were stalled
on Minnesota's 43 yard-line when
the game ended. They were left
to ponder the two turnovers thht
led Vikings touchdowns, two
long drives that led to field goals
instead of touchdowns and a
missed opportunity, on running
back Mike Alstott's overthrown
pass to third-string tight end
Todd Yoder. /
They were the subtle differences that kept the preseason

MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

favorite Bucs (3-3), now loser
of three in a row, from getting
back in the thick of the NFC
Central.
"That's the difference between
winning and losing when you play
against good teams." Tampa Bay
coach Tony Dungy said. "The
last three weeks we have not made
them, so we are going to have
to go back to work."
The Vikings (5-0) have yet
to beat anybody by more than
eight points, but they keep finding new ways to win.
This week their defense set
up two touchdowns against the
Bucs by stripping Keyshawn
Johnson of a reception on the
game's first play and taking the
ball from Aaron Stecker on a kickoff return.

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Flows
No! Pre Feb Carpenter Buoll All Quality Mat,

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12- footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. 01 studds. 16'
0.0
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

•

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 It
0.0
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0 4x4 raised curb

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — Murray State freshman forward Brooke
Lencki was named Ohio Valley
Conference Women's Soccer CoPlayer of the Week Monday, sharing the honor with Eastern Illinois' Beth Liesen.
Lencki, a former standout at
Calloway County High School,
scored a goal in Murray State's
2-0 home win over OVC rival
Southeast Missouri State Oct. 3
and had an assist and drew a
penalty kick to set up another goal
in the Racers' 3-2 loss at Morehead State Sunday.
Lencki has five goals so far
this season, including the gamewinner against SEMO. She is the
first Racer to ever receive the
weekly league honor.
Information supplied for Monday's report in the Ledger & Times
on the Morehead State contest
incorrectly stated that Lencki scored
the penalty kick that provided the
final 3-2 margin.
With three minutes remaining
in the contest, Lencki drew a foul
and the subsequent PK — MSU's
first in team history — that freshman midfielder Lauren McAdams
converted to notch her first goal
of the season.
MSU (8-6-0, 2-2-0 OVC) travels to 1-12 Louisville today for a
6:30 p.m. match. The Racers then

unfamiliar with after coaching in
the Southeastern Conference, where
the option is virtually nonexistent.
"We didn't defend the option
very well, and pan of that is my
fault," he claimed. "I need to take
a good look at that and learn more
about how it works."
Murray will face a more con-ventional -offense-this week against-the Panthers. However, EIU is second in the nation offensively, averaging 43 points per game.
"It should be an easier adjustment, and I think the kids are
more comfortable playing against
that type of offense," said Pannunzio. "But Eastern Illinois has
an excellent offense. We're going
to have our hands full."

return home to Cutchin Field to
take on former OVC member Middle Tennessee State (4-8) Friday
at 4 p.m.
Women's Volleyball
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — Murray State's Carrie Potthast was
named OVC Freshman Volleyball
Player of the Week Monday after
notching match-highs of 21 kills
and 19 digs in the Racers' 15-8,
15-7, 13-15, 15-10 win at Tennessee
Tech Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.
A 5-10 outside hitter from St.
Rose, Ill., Potthast leads Murray
State with 4.28 kills and 2.87 digs
per game. She also was the league's
Offensive Player of the Week Sept.
5.
MSU's victory at Tennessee Tech
moved the Racers to 6-9 overall
and fourth in the conference standings at 4-4, one match fhead of
the Golden Eagles (9-8, 3,5 OVC)
and two matches behind TennesseeMartin.
Against Tech,junior outside hitter Jessica Wood added 10 kills
and 14 digs while sophomore outside hitter Jennifer Trame had 10
kills, 11 digs and four aces.
Senior outside hitter Rachael
Neighbors served up five aces to
go with her 10 digs, while freshman middle hitter Stephanie Trame
blocked 3.5 shots and sophomore
setters Chrissy Dabbert (29) and
Meesa Olah (26) combined to dish
out 55 assists.

Spon or-c d

kW YORK (AP) — While
the New York Yankees fought off
the pesky Oakland Athletics, the
Mariners sat on a runway in Seattle deciding where to go next for
the AL championship series.
The Mariners enter the ALCS
on Tuesday night rested following three days off. The Yankees
are drained following back-to-back
cross-country flights.
"Once they hear 56,000 screaming fans at Yankee Stadium, that
should get their adrenaline going,"
Mariners manager Lou Piniella said.
"I'm not feeling sorry for them."
Piniella knows that feeling, having to endure a similar travel
schedule in 1995 after eliminating the Yankees in a tense fivegame series.
Seattle won the opener of the
ALCS that year in Cleveland before
falling to the Indians in six games.
"They've had to make that trip
twice now," Piniella said. "We
were caught in a similar situation
in 1995. But they're not the world
champions for nothing."
They'll also go in with their
pitchers in rotation. Freddy Garcia (9-5) starts for the Mariners
apinst Denny Neitgle (15-9), who

didn't even pitch in the first-round
against Oakland.
Piniella will follow with John
Halama, Aaron Sele and Paul
Abbott, while the Yankees counter with Orlando Hemaadez in Game
2, followed by Andy Pettitte and
Roger Clemens.
There are few similarities
between the teams that will meet
in this year's
ALCS and the
ones who played
in the division
•
series in 1995.
Ken Griffey
Jr. and Randy
Johnson
left
Seattle.
Alex
Rodriguez and
Derek Jeter have
NEAGLE
become megastars. Tino Martinez, Jeff Nelson and Luis Sojo
shed their Mariners' uniforms for
Yankees pinstripes.
Perhaps most importantly is that
the Yankees have the mystique of
winning three World Series titles
in four years and the Mariners
have undergone an overhaul from
a power-hitting team to a club
that relies on pitching.

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL

LOT

34.725
55.425
55.725
35,875
$6,625
$7,875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

By.'

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

KENTUCKY

SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLL

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The top teams in
the Kentucky Associated Press high school
football polls, with first-place votes, records.
total points and previous rankings:
4A
118
7-0
1: Lou. Male (11) .
1
6-1
2. Lou. Trinity (1)
107
2
6-1
3. Lou. St. Xavier
3
98
4. Lex, Paul Dunbar
5-2
73
4
6-1
5
57
5. Lou. Manual
6-1
52
6. North Hardin
6
7. Johnson Central
38
7-0
7
26
7-0
8. Boyd County
6-1
20
9. Apollo
10. Lex. Bryan Station
17
4-3
9
Others receiving votes' Marshall Co. 16.
Oldham Co. 13, Scott Co. 8, Henry Clay
7, Hopkinsville 4, Ryle 3, Meade Co. 2.
3A
1. Highlands (11)
119
6-1
97
7-0
2. Bowling Green
3. Rockcastle Co. (1)
81
7-0
4. Harrison County
78
7-0
61
7-1
5. Owensboro
6-1
6, Sheldon Clark
49
7, Paducah Tilghman
43
6-2
30
6-1
8. Lou Waggener
8
19
8-1
9. Whitley County
16
6-1
10. Holmes
Others receiving votes, Calloway Co. 13,
Bell Co 10. Pulaski Southwestern 8. Dixie
Heights 6, Warren Central 6, Lawrence Co

6, Greenup Co, 5. Lincoln Co. 5. Breckinridge Co 3, East Jessamine 2. Lou. Central 2, Paul Blazer 1.
2A
1. Boyle County (12)
120
8-0
1
2. Lex. Catholic
7-1
105
2
3. Corbin
6-1
94
3
4. Glasgow
6-1
73
4
5.- Mickilesboro
6-1
55
5
6. LaRue County
6-1
51
6
7. Green County
7-D
43
10
8. Breathitt County
4-2
39
7
9. Mason County
6-2
30
9
10. Mercer County
16
6-2
Others receiving votes. Russell 15, Belfry
7, Prestonsburg 5, Casey Co. 3. Lou. Moore
3, Elizabethtown 1.
1A
1 Beechwood (8)
7-0
111
2 Mayfield (2)
7-0
103
3 Somerset (2)
7-0
90
4 Danville
5-1
85
5 Pikeville
7-1
67
6 Bardstown
5-2
7 Bellevue
6-1
S. Murray
6-1
9 Tngg County
6-1
10 Campbellsville
6-2
8
8
Others receiving votes Hazard 7, Cumberland 4. Hancock Co 3. Russellville 3. Harrodsburg 3. Paintsville 2 Berea 2, Nicholas
Co 2. Newport Central Catholic 1

No Long Distance
Guess What?
90 Days Til
Christmas!

$35
200 minutes

Deluxe Models
Vinyl Siding
1", CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18:20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'7 CAR (24124)
LARGE 2' CAP (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X 30)

THIS
Nort
usin
lab

SCOREBOARD

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Hardboard Siding
$4.225
CAR (12x20)
55.025
2 CAR (18120)
(22x22)
CAR
55.325
LARGE 2
55.525
2 CAR (24x24)
$6.125
LARGE 2' CAR (241130)
57.475
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

YOU
Luke
ing
ical

We Can

Help

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial, Manager
i.;14 A cheatnut SI. • Murray. KY 42071
I.nn wed in Inxiciand( enter • Mon..Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
4270)759-0310. Fax (2701759.8731
www.lieightdbiarice.com

Authorized Agent

For Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTESII

Sign up

FREE Nokia 918
& Car Charger
Waived Activation Fee!

Available on new one year service agreement Subject to credit check and
for ea terminatron of contract Other restnctions rria a
will be char

oval Fee
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MAKING MODELS...CCHS students Anna Beard and Amy
McKnight make cellular playdough models of a eukaryotic
organism in Scott Williams' science class.
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OUR FINAL ANSWER...Members of the Quick Recall Team at
MMS take part in a friendly scrimmage between the boys and
girls at an after-school practice. Scrimmages are held on the
second and fourth Fridays of the month.

YOU CAN ADD THIS...MMS teacher Mike Epperson gives
Luke Nance and Landon Slawson some advice on combining various chemicals. The boys are learning about chemical reactions in their seventh-grade science class.

APPLE SMILES...Calloway Preschool students Blake Greer
and Matthew Padgett make "apple smiles" with apples,
peanut butter and marshmallows to celebrate Nutrition Month.

THIS IS HOW YOU DO IT...Devin Edwards, a third grader a
North Elementary, instructs his peers on writing techniques
using a COW (computer on wheels). Assisting him is writing
lab specialist Sherri Gibson.

e hitkills
outd 10

SKIT PRESENTED...MMS fifth-grade students Adam Heskett,
Brett Gibson, Leslie Stroup, Leslianne Gilson and Courtney
Billington presented a skit on Native Americans lifestyles.
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A SPECIAL TEACHER...Tommy Lane. a P2 student at East
Elementary. gives his teacher, Debbra Puckett. a big hug during Parent's Visitation Week.

TALENT SHOWN.. Amber Hollis, Morganne Sanders, Adario
Mercandante, Andrew Richardson and Drew Hester are featured in the play "Peas. Carrots and Fairy Tales,- which the
MMS fifth-graders presented for an audience of parents and
classmates.

recklnCen-

ME
"GREEN"
A
GIVE
Preschool
FIVE...Calloway
student Issac Hansen shows
off a green hand after working
with finger paints during art
time in Julie Bayne's class.

MURRAY
FOR 5 GREAT YEARS!
ze 9ad 7 Ee qiete/
SWING WITH ME...Sean Millizer. a fourth-grade Southwest student, is very excited to be swinging again with his fellow classmates •

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin Al. Adams
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

Belfry
Moore

1
2
4
5
3
9
6
10
•
7
8
umber3 Fiercholas

01 111cDonaliars
Baby Farm Is HERE!!!
Get your portrait with a
miniature pony, miniature
bull & more!

Shelter Super Term

If you need
$50,000
term insurance
now
with guaranteed convertibility later.
Before you buy life insurance, look at our
SHELTER SUPER TERM LIFE INSURANCE
Policy form 1.4130

CALL TODAY FOR
YOUR APPOINTMENT

753-7050

Well Always
be ther for you

Harold -.lack" Rom',
105 N 12th Sr
Murray
759 1033 or 753.0873
Licensed in KY & TN

"whet In.ilrant. re, Home("ft IS 1W Viemd•ray, ,••-•turnbla, MO PM2Ifl
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch, 60('( Discount 2nd Run,40c. Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ad. Must Hun V.ithin ti

nod

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Publish

CZ Just Say "Charge It"

060

V14

060

Help Wanted

Nein Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW,
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

IMMEDIATE
Openings:
Light industrial, assembly
line positions Night shifts
full time plus overtime
Starting pay $7 25 per
hour Apply in person at
PEOPLE LEASE
146-6 -N. 12th St
Murray or call
270-753-0017 or
800-444-7204

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

lane Ads $700 minimum lot day 10c per word per day for each additional constxutive day
$250 extra for Shopper 'Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2 50 extra tor blind box ads

060

Ad Deadlines

7534916

l'h?-plav Ads

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.

270
Mobile Mathes For Site

100
1:Witness

Opportunity
F you aoe interested in
'HOW TO GET STARTED
IN BUSINESS" Oasis-4Life is offering a three-hour
seminar for the low cost of
515.00 Please send your
name, address, and phone
number to Oasis-4-Lite
4117 Hwy. 121 S. Murray,
Ky 42071 (270) 753-5170
We will contract you with
information

PRIMESTAR /DIRECT TV FENCE installers needed
CUSTOMER.
@ West Kentucky Fence
Has the forced changeover Experienced preferred but
will train 489-2233
made you sick?
I have the cure
FULL Time Maintenance
Call me this morning man Experienced only!
TAKE THE DISH
Painting. plumbing. electriNETWORK FREE
cal, carpentry. tile. flooring
Beasley Antenna &
Starttng pay $7.50/hr.
Satellite
Serious inquiries only' P.O
270-759-0901 or
Box 1040-S, Murray, KY
877-455-0901,
42071

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
MEDICAL Office Manager
vti/ Secretarial duties
Previous medical coding
experience
preferred
Bring resume to Medical
Arts Building Suite 203
East

PsycHic READ1NG5
ADVISES IN A.
PROBLEMS OF LIFE

TELLS PA5'
PRESENT AND FilIJRE

7e/44 /44got

LEADING New York Stock
Exchange Company has
excellent opportunity in
Murray, Ky. Applicants
should be capable of working with individuals or with
small groups. Income
range. upper five figure tc
six figure. For an appointment call - Toll free 1-888709-6074
LOOKING For
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get.
license for new office opening in Murray. No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.
Hiring
For
NOW
Motorcycle & 4- Wheeler
Sport & Recreation Dealer
Parts/ Sales Department
Associate & A Service
Department Technician
Minimum of 30hrs per 6
day week. Salary depended on experience & work
history
Suzuki of Paris
312 East Wood St .
Paris, TN

Reputahle Reader in Murray. for 10 1;'ars.

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508

j
ob Alaska Fresh Seafood
valliN, Do-Fish Company
Our product comes directly from Alaskan icy waters to you
Call Us Or See Our Truck Across
From Super America At Five Points!
COMPETITIVE MARKET PRICES!
Duayne and Dawn Olsen
Alaskan
844 Neale Trail
Alaskan
Murray, KY 42071

Halibut

(270)759-3186

vs,
Have a CD;
5 Maturing? >

5 Want to Earn 8%? 5
5 Minimum: S22.000 5
5 5 Years 5
< 270-759-1610 5
.",vs...A.,
Roommate
Wanted
5 MILES Out of Puryear.
Furnished with computer
access Hot tub access
also $250' month single.
split utilities Clean and
respectful Serious callers
901-247-5131
please
between 128 3p m or after
lam
NICE home. W/D,
S250mo + electric Must
like animals Call 7599174, leave message
ROOMMATE
needed
$16.3/ mo plus half utilities
Remodeled. roomy. clean
Nice, Beth 767-9091

Salmon

RECEPTIONIST Neededl
Good
Must
Have
Computer
Personality.
Fax
preferred
skills
resumes/ questions to 270759-9999 or email luddfan © apex net

PART-TIME Driver to pull
mobile homes Must have
CDL, experience preferred
Could lead to full time
753-7975

Servall Termite and
Pest Control Company

is currently accepting applications for
Pest Control Technician. Women are
encouraged to apply! No experience necessary. Training provided. Applicant must
be honest, willing to work, and have a good
driving record.
If you are not making $20,000 a year we
want to talk to you Benefit package included.
Apply In Person At Our Office
1604 S.R. 121 North, Murray, KY

WestView
RN SUPERVISOR
Full-Time 3-11. Part-Time 7-3

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Competitive salary with shift
differential.

Martha's
Restaurant
1407 N. 12th

Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reinibuement;
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator (g' 762-1591

COST ACCOUNTING
NIANAGER
Mattel. Inc. the world's leading play company.
has an opening at its Murray. Ks. manufacturing/distribution facility for a(.4)st :\ccounting
Manager. This position Will he responsible for
preparing financial forecasts and annual prof it
plans as well as managing the standard cost
system including developing cost standards.
calculating product costs, and analx,/in plant
wide perf)rniance against established cost stall
dards. Successful candidate w ill ilase a degree
in Accounting or Finance. CPA and/or MBI
with cost accounting experience. Minimum of
3 years managemeni experience is required in a
manufacturing en N. ironment. Seeking an enei
getic individual sx ith good interpersonal skills
Mattel. Inc. offers a comprehensive salary and
benefits package. Please send your resuini.
indicating current salary lii

NIATTEL, INC.
HUNIAN RESOURCES
MANAGER
307 l'OOR FARN1 ROAD E.
MURRAY. KY 42071
fax - 270-767-1304
Mattel. Inc. is an Equal Employ mem
Opportunity Empltiyer
\f/F/V/I)

050

BEAUTY Salon For Sale!
In trailer, set up for business Must move $2500
436-2336 They move it'

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet. On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.

270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071
co

MANUFACTURING MGR.
OPPORTUNITY

Purchase Area Domestic Violence Center
1-800-585-2686
270-759-2373
MDS Coordinator Position

Full-time. current KY license, knowledge of long term care regulations a
must, experience in long term
care/hospital care, excellent people
skills/compassion for the elderly.
Salary commensurate with
experience.
Applications accepted at

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, KY 42066
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Drug Free Work Place, EOE/M/F/H/V

Requirements:
years related experience as a
Manufacturing Manager or Production
Foreman.
•Proven track record for productivity
improvement, scrap reduction, efficiency
improvement, and overtime reduction.
•Must proactively take ownership of issues
and improvements.
•Able to develop formal training program for
hourly employees while establishing
objectives for Quality, Safety, Productivity,
Housekeeping as well as Standardization.
•Must be firm with a presence of authority.

•5-10

We offer a competitive salary and benefit
program. Pay to commensurate with experience.
Forward Resume to:
Manufacturing Manager
P.O. Box 5010

Mayfield, KY 42066

WestView
,
1 0N4E

Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3, 3-11 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance.
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @) 762-1591
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071

Lost and Found

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends
Here at the
Ledger & Times,

Call 753-1916
060

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours.
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays,
paid vacations and sick days.

Help Wanted
ARE YOU CONNECTED?
interne! Users Wanted'
$500- $7500, month
www.eam-it-online.com
DATA Technologies is now
hiring cable Technicians
No experience necessary
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to 762-0208 Drug
Screenina required

Apply in person after 10 a.m.
Ask for Randy Baker.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

150

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am — 4 pm, M — F.
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

EXCEL Group. Inc. in Murray. Kentucky
has an opening for a
Maintenance Technician
The applicant must have knowledge of mechanical
systems. which include basic mechanics, drive components, pumps, cylinders and piping components.
Must be experienced in understanding and troubleshooting pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Must
possess a working knowledge and troubleshooting
skills in electricity, including circuit analysis,
AC/DC drives and controls. PLCs and electrical
safety. May be required to direct the work of lower
grade mechanics, coordinate their work and instruct
new employees or helpers. Must be able to work
necessary overtime on short notice and other tasks
that may be assigned.
•Indoor work
•Shift work is required with overtime
•Wage range from $16.82 to $18.29, depending on
experience
•Only qualified individuals need to apply
Please send resume to:

Et0

Group, Inc.
209 N. 12th St.

Murray, KY 42071
or fax to 759-8385

1985 14x70 Fleetwood 2
br.. 1 bath, new carpet, all
appliances, 2 new porches,
outbuilding Must sell Cal
759-5911 or 759-0974
1993 FLEETWOOD Take
over payments_ 759-1492,
leave message
1997
FLEETWOOD
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building Set
up in Fox Meadows Price
Reduced Call
759-1629 after 5p m.

Articles
For Site

3 PIECE Bedroom Set
Like new, best offer Ladies
MDM COMPUTERS
black leather jacket New
DO you have a loved one
A+ Certified Technician
who needs a care giver?
Camel Joe Collection, best
On site service.
offer 759-2498
Medical trained- rehab.
759.3556
alzheimer's,
stroke
4-STEEL Buildings
patients 20yrs experi140
50-60% Off. 40x60,
ence References avail50x100, 60x120, 80x175.
Want to Buy
able
Must Sell! Can Deliver!
435-4047
ALL Toys & Collectibles
(800)776-2057.
LOOKING For Houses & Made before 1980
46INCH Curtis Mathis T.V.
Businesses To Clean Call
270-759-3456
$750. Kitchen table and
767-9026
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, chairs, $100. Built in dishFurniture and Primitives. washer, $50. 753-2037.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or GO-CART. 11hp engine,
WILL sit with the ick &
Entire Estates. Call
big tires, electric start.
elderly anytime. 436-5739.
753-3633.
Running lights, like new.
$800. Wood splitter, 18hp
Kohler engine. Electric
start, easily bust 2ft pieces.
No matter where you live
Excellent condition. $600.
FREE and confidential help
Call 753-9503.
for you and your children is lust
a phone call away.
LARGE Warm Morning gas
stove
Will heat several
Local domestic violence programs
rooms Call 759-4783
can offer you
•safety•support U shelter
•advocacy and other services
150
For immediate assistance call your local program:
Articles
Women Aware Inc.
For Sate

Major tier one automotive supplier located in
the Purchase Area of Western KY is in
starch of a results oriented Manufacturing
Manager.

Or swinn@apex.net

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray
FULL Size Mattress And
Box Springs Good shape
753-1052
HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial, Farms Quick
Closings
Baker/
Investments 1 -800-531 2246.

You Are Not Alone!

Equal Opportunity Employer

Now taking
applications
for
experienced
cook. Apply
in person.

ROUTE DRIVER
Minimum
qualifications'
stable work history, Class
B, CDL, clear MVR.
Benefits include: medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay, vacation, 401K, stock
purchase
plan
Applications accepted at:
Waste Management,
3426 St. Rt. 45 South,
Mayfield, Ky 42066

LP REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV, campers, etc.
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99.00 each.
B&B Brokers
701 S. 12th St.
753-4389.
PELLA
wooden
door.,,.540.00
Kitchen light fixture....
$15.00
Chrome towel racks....
$10.00
Call 753-1388 after 5 PM
RING- Pear cut diamond
solitaire
Price $7000
Reduced to $3000 901642-9704
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price. Call
437-4877 for details.
STRAW for sale $2 bale. Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
STRAW for sale 1 75 bale
759-4718 753-4582
STRAW, $1 75/ bale Hay,
round bales, $25/ each
759-1021
TOSHIBA Copier. $50
759-0010
U S Army Extreme cold
weather sleeping bag
$75.00 700 Remington
ADL synthetic in 300 Win
Mag unfired, new in box
$365.00 Call 489-2059
after 6PM
WASHER & Dryer. good
condition $150 obo
759-8874. leave message
762-0108, ask for Wayne

Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
7S1-1713,

160
Home Furnishings
SOFA, loveseat. (2) swive
rockers, coffee table, 2 end
tables w/glass tops Hall
tree w/ mirror 753-2376

Excellen
TROMBONE
condition with case Days753-9212

$29.900, Loaded! 1994
16x80 3br. 2 bath, landscaped acre lot Storage
building Evenings
753-0902

2 bedroom, mobile home
All appliances furnished
C/H/A
Extra
Nice
$310 00/mo Call 759-1070
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets. 753-9866.
TRAILER for rent or sale
759-3638

1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

753

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park. "An Exceptional
Community". Spaces available
at
$95.00/mo.
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and Westview.
753-3855.
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
Apartments For Rent
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood.
C/H/A. new carpet. $375
Coleman RE. 759-4118
2BR Duplex. Carport,
C/H/A, no pets. 767-9037.
2BR Near MSU $325,
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-448
2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
lease No pets $390
759-4826
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR townhouse Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, DUPLEX 1409-A
HILLWOOD DR $350(MO
7594-406
3BR Apartment near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator, furnished.
C/H/A, lease
required. $375/ month.
759-4696.
3BR. duplex for rent. C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup,
new carpet and vinyl No
pets. 759-8200.
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
AVAILABLE Immediately
October rent & utilities'
paid 767-9690 Leave
message Night- 534-9928
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up $325/ month
753-8096 or 753-2633
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St , now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month
Office Hours 10- 2, M-F
Call 753-1970
Equal
Housing Opportunity
UNIVERSITY Heights, tbr
Excellent condition $325
Call 436-5122

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
460
homes For Sate
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a OFFICE Building 2800sq
ft 310 S 4th St 753-4703
$200imo 753-4109
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
DOG Obedience
1BR apt available, all appliMaster Trainer
ances furnished Mur-Cal
436-2858
Realty 753-4444
1BR Like new, all appli& Supplies
ances Diuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus
BLACK BeIlie Sheep
Coleman RE. 759-4118
male 6 females DaysRED OAKS APTS.
753-9212
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

I

RENTAL House & 2 apts
in Murray Need repair
Reduced
to $33,000
Positive cash flow 7532479
OUTSTANDING Home in
Canterbury
Estates.
Immediate
possession
4br. 21.2 baths 1520
Canterbury
436-5922

PRICE REDUCED!
1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
wilarge deck, 2 car garage
Open floor plan Priced to
sell! 759-9874
309-837-1334

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center
Call Mike Falconite

270-5344006
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2 br apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
University Heights Apts.
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts. are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282. Mon, Wed &
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
only:
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

400

Yard Sales

CARPORT
SALE
1550 Bazzell
Cemetery Rd.
Mon., Tues., Wed.
7 a.m.-?
Carpenter tools &
mechanic tools.

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $170. plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included.
753-9211.

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What it's Worth"
440
Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent
2, 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2-3 bedroom house C/H/A,
close to MSU. Fenced
yard. $450.00 /mo
2 bedroom, 1 bath gas
heat, stove + refrigerator
furnished. $390.00 /mo.
3 bedroom, 1 bath, stove +
refrigerator furnished, gas
heat In Almo.
$375.00 /mo.
759-1070
HAZEL, 3br, 2 bath.
Appliances, C/H/A, w/d
hook up. Deposit, lease.
references. 492-8526.
NICE 4br, 2 bath brick
home Garage. basement
& fenced backyard. $650/
month Lease & deposit.
301 N. 4th. 753-0089
ROOMY 1br, 1 bath house.
C/ gas H/A. W/D hook up.
Stove & refrigerator furnished. $325/ month. 1yr
lease, 1mo. deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
SMALL 2br, brick house 1
mile from city limits Hwy
641 S. $350 753-6156

SYCAMORE & Woodlawn
Brick 3br, 1 bath $495/mo
+ security deposit No
dogs 474-2520
2BR., new carpet. & paint
C/H/A, stove refrigerator.
407 S 10th References
+$200 deposit $375/mo.
No pets 759-1987
360
Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Gnlle
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Size Units
Available

All

753-3853

(2) 3/4 acre lots_ 7 miles
North. Murray. 753-1967
LOTS for sale. Starling at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
460
Homes For Sale

NO down payment/
Benton 3br. home w/ new
carpet, vinyl, new C/H/A.
Financing available w/
monthly
payments of
$322.00. P&I for 30 yrs.
7.25% if you qualify. Priced
$46,900.
825-4622
824-0319
825-0178.
OPEN House
Sal & Sun 1-5pm
825 Parkway Dr.
West Oaks, Benton
3br, 2 bath brick Formal
dining, walk- in closets,
large garage $117,500
Call 270-527-3520
470
Motorcycles &ATV's
1998 BANCHE. Extra
Clean,
Almost
Race
Ready. Hardly Ridden.
Many Extras. $4,700. Call
753-2905.

Vans

Offered

1988 Ford 1 -ton van
Rebuilt motor, C-6 transmission A/C, PiS, P/B,
new pans $310000 OBO
436-5773

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates

1965 Chevy P/U SWB 283
engine, auto 1991 Chevy
bed on back 489-2896
1974 Chevy 4x4, SWB
auto, lift kit, V-8 $3500 00
OBO 759-9742 after 5PM
1985 Chevrolet Pick-up.
1/2 ton, V-6. 400 transmission, no rust $2200.00
OBO. 436-5773.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

1985 S-10; 4x4; a/c 2.8L V6, 100.000 miles New
tires; runs great $3800.00 ALL
Carpentry,
OBO. Call 489-2597 after Electrical. Home building,
5PM.
additions,
remodeling
1996 CHEVY 3500 Crew Rotten floors, sagging
Cab, 6.5 Turbo diesel, roofs. Home & Mobile
62,xxx miles. Meticulously repair,
vinyl
siding
maintained. Synthetic oil. References Call Larry
Transmission serviced, etc. Nimmo,
Silverado SC package (top 753-9372, 753-0353.
option), with single rear ANTENNA
S
Including
wheels, blue leather. 60/40 RV's, TV
Towers, rotors.
split bench. Cass./ CD amplifiers,
and accesplayer, 4:10 posi, 2 wheel sories
drive, trailer tow package. Dish
Network & Direct TV
All options_ Remote key- Satellite
Systems, Sales.
less entry with locking tail- Service and
Installation
gate and hard bed cover.
Beasley's Antenna
Bedliner, good tires, no
& Satellite,
damage. Original owner.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
White paint. Excellent con- - 270-759-0901 dition. $19,500. Firm. See
4 Lee Marine, Inc. Or call
753-4408.

CLASSIFIED

1990 FORD Probe LX
Needs transmission work
$1500 obo Call
759-4265
1991 lsuzu Stylus 4dr
107.000 miles. Good car.
$1800.00 753-6754.
1992 FORD Taurus Wagon
Lx. Green, economy V-6,
157K miles Loaded with
all power options. Very
good car. Asking $2250.
obo. 753-8900. After 5 call
753-0071

2 b-room, 1 bath w/ carpet
(Central H/A- 2yrs old
Extra large lot 300S 15th
$45.000 OBO 759-1070
2BR, 1.5 bath home
Situated on approx. 3
acres in Lynn Grove
Priced below $30.000 1995
BUICK
Regal.
Special financing available Loaded, excellent condiCall Kopperud Realty 753- tion. 74,xxx miles. $6500.
1222 today for more infor270-382-2989.
mation. MLS3002040
1998 TOYOTA Camry
Power locks/ windows
3BR. home. 804 N. 17th. Cruise,
sunroof, fog lights
New carpet & interior paint. Front/ side
air bags New
Financing available w/ no tires,
64,xxx
miles
down payment. Monthly $14,000 492-8167
payments of $361. P & I for
'90 Buick LeSabre. Great
30yrs. at 7.25%, if you
condition inside and out.
qualiry. Priced $52.900
Power, tilt, A/C. New
270-825-4622
Michelin
tires.
High
27,0-825-0778.
mileage well maintained.
3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre. $3500.00 753-3337.
5 minutes from town 10
'93 Ford Taurus wagon
minutes
from
lake.
Owned by elderly lady.
Outbuildings,
mature
489-2922
shade. C/H/A, new beige
burber carpet, appliances. '93 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
$58,500 270-436-5695 or 2dr.. red, new tires.
753-4487. Good rental 101,xxx Excellent condition. $5000.00
investment.
492-8983.
3BR , 1 bath commercial
property 903 Coldwater CADILLAC Sedan Devine
1993, like new, 93,xxx
Rd $63.000 753-2479
miles New tires, extra
3BR , 2 bath home on 27
clean 753-0114
acres
North Calloway
area Excellent condition '96 S-10 Ext Cab, 4x4, 5
753-1410
speed, loaded 76.xxx
3BR , over 1600sqft all miles Like new Call 753brick
Newly
painted 7785 or 519-0322
Ready to move in!
753-3721
& Motors
HOUSE In Pirate's Cove
2br. loft Can be 3rd bed- 14FT Jon boat. trailer
room Garage 25 minutes 1973 25hp Johnson
motor,
from
Murray
$300/ control trolling motor, depth
deposit $500/ mo
finder Call after 5pm 753270-354-6804
1052

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
INF, SHOW YOU
'
•100% loan, no money
UI 1111 ff.
-4
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr
Crerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

630
Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

DECKS Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience
Gerald
Walters 753-2592
D'S Restoration
With 30 years experience
in home repair We offer
the best service in carpentry, painting, etc No lob too
small Call for an appointment Let us schedule your
Job now and be glad you
did. Ph 437-4323

Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
*Striping

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
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BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways hauling. foundations, etc 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
ELECTRICAL
motor home. boats. RVs
New construction
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent remodeling, or Just replacing a switch
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Licensed & Insured
CONCRETE Finishing
753-0834
.Driveways
•Patios
FENCING
•Sidewalks
Midway -Fence - Company.
•Free estimates
Chain link, custom wood
435-4619
privacy fences, installation
CUSTOM Tractor Work
and repairs at reasonable
Garden Tilling- Drive
prices Insured
Ways Graded- Box Blade Dicke Farley.
759-1519.
Work- Bushhogging
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Free Estimates
Trimming, removal. stump
Gerald Carroll Owner
grinding, firewood Insured
Phone 270-492-6159
489-2839.
Cell 853-4188
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs We also build driveway &
wanted. No lob too small
roads
Give us a call. Yes we
270-437-4838
clean gutters.
HANDYMAN Jobs
Phone: 436-5759
Decks. replace shingles,
gutters. painting, plumbing,
JERRY'S Drywall
electrical, vinyl, concrete,
Hanging, Finishing &
brick & block work No lob
Repair Call 436-5167
too small! 753-7416
(No Job To Small)

sOffered

ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
STUDENTS Looking For
Odd Jobs!
Trimming, mulching, weed
& leaf blowing for fall. For
residential only. 753-0465.

ODD Jobs Wanted Lai'
after 5p m 474-2309

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS
6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

759-9444
NEED A CAR?
Divorce?• Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
OFF

FREE!

3
MNO

6

Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

HOME IMPROVEMENT

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS

!

TREE
SERVICES

-;`'Lamb Brothers
i Tree Service

7--t

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

Tre trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Poill Lamb
Re

[
11:Pott Utility Vehicles
91 Blazer Tahoe LT. Lady
driven. Clean 753-0586
490
Used Cars

TUESDAY OCTOBER

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

Metal Roofing

David's Cleaning

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Services
"We Specialize it, Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
'LINO' Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

CARPET0
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Need Furniture? Bedding?

'rt. •,•..

v.

.1.3d8VD • 000PACHVI-4• lANIA • 3111

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 .Sat. 9-4

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

WALLIS FARM
MUMS
10 Varieties
Ir.-x.0-Q- Alt vi`
3029 Butterworth
Rd., off 121 North
at Stella

270-489-2462

Hwy.641 1
south of
Murray to Tan Taylor Rd.
Rapt 1500 yards.

Knight's
Hezel KY

r-

dV400• 3111 owiv830

.6`..

Cross Country Or Local

LAWN LI GARDEN

MuraY
Taykor
Rd

COVER

vinvies

753-7728

b 13r-other s

Wiggins Furniture

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916

zzbarit-Et

A

-Moving=

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today

SERVICES OFFERED

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

With 12,24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

WE DO!Over 34 Years

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

HIE SMITH CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you

buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

P/us...all other home improvements.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!
Protect your asphalt Inuit ga.,
sun, oxidation, water penetration,
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of Itself!
Asphalt Does Not Impnwe
With Age And That Is Wm

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
ISA MUST!
•
sot

.

a sr

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Ilifemtho Slagiticmi e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

IiE

We Service AllBrands
'erttjted TVA Heat Pump Contractor License fim02182

2711-759-2288

GUARANTEE ON M.4 ERIAL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call Us

270-759-1953

Arshithalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
twat? 21 Years Experieml In
Ronnie Geurin
the mphalt Indastr%
Owner

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205-2x4 - $410
CD

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071 • Fax (270) 753-1927

4
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

630
Services Ottered

630
Services ()Mired

iL

SUHLWAY

TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
bed
&
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
YARD-TECH
*FALL lawn power
seeding
•Landscape maintenance
*Mums and mulching
437-4723
•

PPV.7101'01
,
Let Yost Air
Yard Sate
Skint Is The
4040
Cwfled

NATURAL Creek
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup Call 753-9731

AtIract buyers MW
bees to honey advertise in tie
Classifteds.

FREE
PALLETS

1d_730 25 rd sat

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

212 _14.9) 1 wd us
Domains - 2 days
In advance

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

753-1916

STUDENT OF THE WEEK...Elizabeth Kilby, a 12th-grader at
Calloway County High School, was named Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340 AM Student of the Week
for the week of Oct. 5. She is the daughter of Phil and
Barb Kilby, 408 N. Sixth St.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Oct I I, 2000:
You're especially gifted at making your
voice heard. You have imagination, creativity and ingenuity, but sometimes you
might find it difficult to digest new thinking. especially if it comes from someone
else. Your work demands a lot of time,
but ultimately your need to socialize
comes through. If you are single, you
will think that you were hit by Cupid's
arrow, quite possibly you will be. If
attached, you two keep the fires blazing.
ARIES can challenge you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Use the morning to finish off an
important project. Use your strong personality and direction in the afternoon
Others sense your high energy and magnetism. Follow through on a project that
is important to you. Discuss long-term
goals and help others see them. Tonight:
Whatever makes you happy.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Aim for what you want in the
daytime. Follow your intuition with a
financial matter. Think about what is
happening with a key friendship. The
boss responds to your ideas, especially if
you use your sixth sense. Pull back if
you're unsure. Tonight: Take a night off.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Head up a project, knowing
what your goals are. Others respond to
your requests later in the day. Don't
worry so much. Don't get in a frenzy
about work. Schedule a brainstorming
session later in the day, when you can
relax. Working as a duo brings great
ideas. Tonight Where your friends are.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** Make calls and inquiries first
thing in the morning. Not everyone has

CPAP and
BiPAP Clinic

to agree with you. In fact, when you have
a discussion with a key partner, you discover that you both are confused! Clear
the air and get down to basics Tonight:
Spice up your relationship.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others clearly hold the cards,
at least in the morning. Let the chips fall
where they may. You might need to
understand where others are coming
from. Brainstorm with a trusted associate
in the afternoon. Both of you honor each
other's thinking, even if it is different.
Tonight: Go with another's suggestion.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
***** Others take action. You
might question what is happening at
work. Assume your share of responsibility. Understand that a low level of confusion surrounds your professional life.
You have very lofty ideas. It is important
to allow them to play out. Brainstorm
with a co-worker. Tonight: Give in to a
nostalgic streak....
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
**** Get as much work cleared out
in the morning as you can. You will be
more in the mood to network and socialize in the afternoon. Others come forward with creative suggestions. Listen.
You might not be as realistic as you think
you are. You might be wearing rose-colored glasses. Tonight: Take a midweek
break.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Allow your imagination to

speak at work and with loved ones_ A co- from a financial plan or deal. Being
worker appreciates all that you add to the vague will not help you. Discuss this
workplace. A normal source of informa- issue with a trusted family member. Your
tion might let you down. Ingenwty seems instincts will gwde you. Tonight. Treat
to be at a low nght now. Tonight: Work another to dinner.
late.
BORN TODAY
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You break past self-imposed Writer Elmore Leonard (1925). football
restrictions and feel unusually good player Steve Young (1961), actress Joan
about what you have done. An associate Cusack (1962)
i.e
might be working in the past and not seeing you in the present. As a result, disOne envmonnent.
cussions could confuse you. Use your
One simple t.:dy to tare fincreativity and ingenuity with this person
Tonight: Kick up your heels.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Make an effort toward those in
your day-to-day environment. You might
be a bit put off by another. Carefully
think through a decision Involving home
and family. Investigate an expenditure
F71
ww w.carthsliarc.org
for your home or a real estate investment.
Tonight: Put up your feet.
AQUARIUS (Ian. 207Feb. IS) .
**** Deal with expenses head-on. If
you need to cut back, do it. Don't delude
yourself about a situation. No one understands what is happening better than you.
Make calls and have key discussions.
You can get a lot of different advice. You
know the right way to go. Tonight: At a
favonte spot.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your personality continues to
take the world by storm. You might not
be exactly sure about what you want

ri Earth Share
See

Ronnie
Melvin

For All
Your
Tire

Needs.

175 MOBILE HOMES at ABSOLUTE AUCTION
3 Big Sales In Kentucky
OCTOBER 21 & 28
London, Corbin & Cave City
* SINGLE WIDES
* DOUBLEWIDES
BRAND NEW HOMES"
NO MINIMUMS NO RESERVES!

•$250
BUYER'S FEE
•CASH/GOOD
CHECK

IIM
HUDSON &
MARSHALL
AUCTION
MARKETING

KY#7050
(8 0 0) 8 4 1 - 9 4 0 0 WWW.MOBILEHOMEAUCTION.COM

BOB TURNS 51...
AND HE HAS FINALLY
-Or
LOST IT!

for Holland Medical
CPAP/BiPAP Patients

(OF COURSE IT IS FRIDAY THE 13TH AND A FULL MOON TOO!)

SATURDAY,OCT.IA
8 A.M. TO NOON

fie- SAYE TO CEZESRATE WE'RE 6'0/#V6' TO SEZZ EVERY
2000 Vellwa 1w Sroac„So
EN/0V(
2000

Holland Medical
120 Max Hurt Drive
(Just off 641 North)

$3,251 OFF MSRP
$3,451 OFF MSRP
$3,551 OFF MSRP
$4,451 OFF MSRP
$4,551 OFF MSRP
$4,951 OFF MSRP
$5,251 OFF MSRP
$5,451 OFF MSRP
$4,451 OFF MSRP

NEON
DAKOTA
AVENGER
CARAVAN
DURANGO

Have Breakfast with us!

LHS

• Free check of your CPAP and
BiPAP machines

GRAND CHEROKEE

• Free cleaning

GRAND CARAVAN

MURRAY
I 2i, %I,: I hut I )r-tvi•
\r iii. • KY -12071
27(i 75:i 1165
i• 227-1125

• Questions Answered; Free instruction

PLUS
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• Supplies available
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RAM PICKUP
(1500/2500/3500)
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Holland Medical Equipment

139551
OFF MSRP

-401P.
NOTE: These Prices Good For KY Residents ONLY
(Sorry To All Our Tennessee Friends)
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Dealer Retains All Factory Rebates III
Any) Pius Tax Title. Proc Fee License
Prices Limited To Units In Stock Only
Otter Good Thru 10-16-00

HR S ER P MOU H-DODGE-JEEP
MURRAY KY
400 N12TH

FiV STAR

oopee

Bring The Cong Down To Cotti's For ct run Time!
P

LUNCH BUFFET

2 for $7.99
Enjoy two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza and
SpaGatti Lunch Buffets with
Drink for only $7.99.
Expires Oct. 18.2000

LARGE PIZZA
Only

DINNER BUFFET

$7.99

2

* Original Crust * Up To 10 Items

Expires Oct. 18,2000

.
Em

SM

ar Swir
.

8.99

Enjoy two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza and
SpaGatti Dinner Buffets with
Drink for only $8.99.
Expires Oct 18, 2000

DINE-IN •PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY

a
604
-

for

4.

I.

753 0050

oupons not
good with any
other special
offer
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please comment
on my doctor's approach to patients.
He has one of the nurses take a medical history (on a four-page checklist)
and look me over. Then he briefly
enters the room, speaks to the nurse,
tells her what is wrong with me,
describes to her what my treatment is
to be, and leaves. In some instances,
the nurse actually selects the medication and writes the prescription. I feel
neglected because I'm paying for the
doctor's education and expertise, but
the most I get from him is a handshake and a couple of questions.
. DEAR READER: I hope that the
"nurse" you refer to is actually a
licensed physician's assistant, a
trained professional whom the doctor
has hired (and supervises) to help
him with routine medical matters. If
she isn't a PA, she is over-stepping
her boundaries.
In either case, I believe that the
scenario you described is not altogetharapproprisite Itseemsto ma-to be a manifestation of an increasingly
common perception: Doctors can save
time (therefore, see more patients
and increase income) by distancing
themselves from these very patients
and abdicating the traditional handson approach to non-M.D. subordinates.
In such a relation, I think that both
the patient and the doctor suffer —
the patient because, as you pointed
out, he or she is not getting the physician's skills; the doctor, because the
satisfaction of medical practice
depends largely on a one-on-one doctor/patient relation.
In all fairness, I should emphasize
that many modern physicians delegate certain responsibilities to nurses
and PAs. For example, such para-professionals can certainly obtain valid

DEAR ABBY

medical histories and related information (which the doctor subsequently
reviews) and can carry out a basic
medical examination in a healthy person. Other appropriate duties include
Pap tests, giving injections, monitoring vital signs (such as pulse and
blood pressure), removing sutures,
sewing up lacerations and so forth.
These services are, in a sense, an
extension of the doctor's skills, not a
substitute for them.
Your physician appears to be more
interested in minimizing contact with
his patients than in playing a real role.
in the diagnosis and treatment of
their complaints. The good doctor
doesn't practice by being a medical
executive. I may well receive an
avalanche of mail from disgruntled
practitioners and PAs who believe
that my views are quaint and outdated. Nonetheless, I'm convinced that
the situation you described is, fortunately, far from being the norm, even
in busy and efficient medical offices.
Perhaps the doctor as a delegator —
the trained scientist who relies exclusively on ancillary impersonal lab
tests and computer printouts — will
become the practitioner of the 21st
century. I hope not. If that unhappy
reality arrives in my lifetime, I'll dig in
my heels and change professions.
I suggest that you share your concerns with your physician. Perhaps he
will see the value in becoming more
— not less — involved with people.in
need.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Choosing a Physician." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: My stepdaughter
is planning to be married next
spring. Her fiance has two children
from a previous marriage. Will they
become my grandchildren, my stepgrandchildren, the stepchildren of
my stepdaughter, or simply the children of the man who married my
stepdaughter?
My wife is teasing me about
becoming an instant grandfather.
I'm not so sure this marriage makes
me one officially. I will, of course,
treat them as my grandchildren,
but I am curious nonetheless.
Please advise.
WONDERING IN INDIANAPOLIS

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: This is for "Just
Ten years ago
Julie in California," who complained
A new application process for
that her husband carried pictures of
people
seeking help from federallyhis late wife in his wallet.
I married a widower who had sponsored Home Energy Assislost his wife to cancer six years ear- tance Progrma(HEAP) will go into
lier. This is my first marriage.
effect Oct. 15. Last year 600 CalloI know how overwhelming it can
way residents benefitted from this
be to feel you are competing with a
program.
ghost. I solved the problem by
Births reported include a girl to
remembering that I have a wonderMichael
and Deborah Paschall,
ful husband and that it was that
Sept. 28; a girl to Rhonda and Wildear departed lady who taught him
about women. I also know that my
liam Ratliss, a girl to Brenda and
husband gained strength and comGarvice Williams and a girl to
passion by caring for his first wife
Lisha and Ricky Waldrop, Oct. 4.
during her illness. I count myself
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Colson will
fortunate that my husband knows
be married 50 years Oct. 27.
how devastating it is to lose a
spouse,so he cherishes me.
Twenty years ago
• Abby, I have placed some of his
Elizabeth Stout, Murray High
late wife's things on display and
School senior and daughter of Dr.
keep a small photo of her on the
mantle over the fireplace. Whenevand Mrs. Richard Stout, has been
er I walk past it, I always rememnamed a commended student for
ber to thank her.
outstanding performance in the
"Just Julie" should take heart
16th annual National Merit Scholand consider that _if her. husband
iv-ship-Program-—
Iovecthis first wife so much that he
R.B. Barton, Nick Horton. Francarries her photo in his wallet 11
ces Whitnell, Cynthia Hart, Edith
years after her death, how much he
Carson and Hoyt Roberts are new
can love the wife he is able to hold
in his arms. Sign me ...
officers of Murray Civitan Club.
JOHN'S SECOND WIFE,
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Parrish
NEW JERSEY
were married 50 years Oct. 8.
Murray State University Racers
DEAR JOHN'S SECOND
beat
Morehead Eagles 30 to 6 in a
WIFE: Your husband picked not
football game at Morehead. •
one but two "winners"to marry.

DEAR WONDERING: If you
are married to "Grandma," that
makes you "Grandpa." Stop
splitting "heirs" and accept the
honor graciously, or you may
wind up being called a name
that's far less complimentary
than "Grandpa."
***
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of University Women.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas
Vance, Oct. 2; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Watkins and a boy to
Dr. and Mrs. J. Russell Ross, Oct,
3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Leslie, Oct. 5.
Association

Forty years ago
Murray Natural Gas System has
signed a new contract with Texas
Gas Transmission Company to supply the city of Murray with 2,000
thousand cubic feet of natural gass
per day. The old contract called for
1,703 thousand cubic feet.
Charlie Hale was presented a
diamond tie pin from the Shell Oil
Company in commemoration of his
25 years association with the company.
William Whitnell and Bennie
Maddox have been elected to mem-tsership-M-the Amettcan Angus Association.

DEAR -A1313Y:- rnjntihg
regarding "Just Julie in California,"
who was upset, that her husband
carried two pictures of his late wife
Fifty years ago
in his billfold'.
Murray Chamber of Commerce
I married a widower who not
will conduct a "Get Out the vote"
only had pictures of her in his billcampaign for the coming general
fold, he also had one on the coffee
election, according to Paul Gholtable. He didn't constantly verbalize
his love for me, but he showed it in
son, executive secretary.
countless ways every day, and I was
Murray City Council made its
happy to display a picture of his late You are a very perceptive
annual appropriation of $500 to the
wife in our living room. She was woman. Take a bow — you
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Health Departpart of his life before me, and deserve it. John is a lucky man
Dave Willis has been named to ment.
because I loved him so, I was grate- to have had two such wonder- the Murray
City Council to take the.
"John Shackelford can make
ful that he had a happy life before ful,loving wives.
place
A.B.
of
Crass who has re- your hair stand on end with his
we met. Had it not been for their
signed.
***
happy marriage, he might have
ideas of what taxes are going to be,
Mrs. S.M. Matarazzo, Mrs. Rob- federal, that is," from column,
been a different man than he was
then, perhaps one who wouldn't
ert Higgins and Mrs. Polly Camp- "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
have been so good to me.
bell are serving as officers of the James C. Williams, general manMy husband died suddenly after
Murray Branch of the American ager.
Copyright 2030, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
only 8 1/2 short years together. I am
thankful that I didn't waste one
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
moment of our wonderful life
together by being _jealous of the
By The Associated Press
woman from his-past. Julie should
Today
is Tuesday, Oct. 10, the
treasure what she has today, and
284th day of 2000. There are 82
stop worrying about a couple ofphodays left in the year.
tos from the past.
South dealer.
VISA
grillA
is at the critical point of the hand.
SOMEONE WHO CARES Both sides vulnerable.
Today's Highlight in History:
*New and Used Quality Tires at .Free Balancing With
Let's suppose South now plays
Affordable Prices
Tire Purchase
Accepted
On Oct. 10, 1973, Vice PresiNORTH
the ace of trumps, as many declar.Excellent Warranties
DEAR SOMEONE WHO
•K 103
ers would do. After West shows dent Spiro T. Agnew, accused of
CARES: Your signature says it
K 72
out, South would have to lose a accepting bribes, pleaded no conall. I compliment you on your
•8 6 2
test to one count of federal income
trump
trick and go down one.
capacity to love and your com4 10 9 5 4
tax
evasion, and resigned his office.
Now let's suppose that
South
Industria
mon sense. New wives of wid400
l Rd.• 753-1111
WEST
EAST
initiates
On
the
this date:
trumps
by leading low
owers, please heed her message •Q 9 7 2
.011.401416.
•J 86 4
to dummy's king. In that case, he
In 1845, the Naval Academy
— it contains a valuable lesson. I—
V J 10 8 5
makes the contract by continuing opened in Annapolis, Md.
•A K 10 5
•
Q 94
with
a trump from dummy After
CO A 1 L-lf
IRA 1
In 1978, President Carter signed
• J 86 2
+73
East plays the ten(taken with the
a
bill
authorizing the Susan B. AnSOUTH
queen),declarer returns to dummy
E1L_COIVIDIE
•A 5
with a spade and leads another thony dollar.
V A Q 96 4 3
In 1985, U.S. fighter jets forced
trump. East's J-8 succumb to
ONE PAJAMAS'TOP IS
•J 7 3
11:70 TIGHT NV THE
South's A-9, and declarer has the an Egyptian plane carrying the hi• K
OTHER SOTTOMS
jackers of the Italian cruise ship
rest of the tricks.
The bidding:
ARE TOO LOOSE
It may be argued that East will Achille Lauro to land in Italy,
South West
North East have all four missing trumps
only where the gunmen were taken into
1V
Dble
2V
Pass one deal out of 20, and it is there- custody.
4V
fore splitting hairs
Five years ago: University of
Opening lead — king ofdiamonds. the ace ofhearts to contend that
play at trick five is Chicago professor Robert E. Lucas
wrong and
A particular play will some- the king is playing the low heart to won the Nobel Prize in economics
right.
for demonstrating how people's
times be only slightly superior to
The answerto thisis that bridge
fears and expectations can frustrate
another play, but, even so, a con- is the type
of
scientious declarer always tries to occasionally do game where you policy-makers' efforts to shape the
have to split hairs
select the better of the two.
to win. Even if it is granted that economy. World chess champion
Consider this deal where West playing the ace
Garry Kasparov won a monthlong
A1-1-1V
leads the king of diamonds, East matter only 5 or king first will championship match against Vis-percent of the time,
signaling with the nine to encour- the fact remains
that playing the wanathan Anand.
CARL'S IN THE '
DAN'S BOLTED IN HIS OFFICE
age a continuation of the suit.
(IS ANYONE \ CERTAINL4,
CATHY'S SITTING
GET THOSE
king first will never cause you to
One year ago: Portugal's govMEN'S ROOM, RiPFLOSSING... MARGO'S RUNNING DOING ANYTHING MR PiNKLEY. ON THE FLOOR IN
West then leads the ace and
PAPERS
lose a makable contract,while play- erning Socialist Party was returned
PIND ofF HIS SHIRT
HER NEW TUAINN-TONER VIDEO
another diamond, won by East ing the ace
RELATED TO
HER POWER
OUT Of
first might sometimes to power by a comfortable margin
AND REPOSITIONIN THE CONFERENCE. ROOM...
with the queen. East returns a lose the
WORK ??
SUtT POLISHING
HERE r.
contract.
in a general election. Six college
ING HIS NICOTINE.
ED'S IN THE STAIRWELL, DOclub, taken with the ace, and,
HER PHOrtiE CORD THEY DON'T
The argument in favor of the
'students
PATCH ...
getting out of their cars.or
ING LEG REPS...
whether
WITH WINDOW
South knows it or not, he king play is absolutely
MATCH
irrefutable. walking along a highway on their
CLEANER.
THE mug!
Tomorrow: Psychological warfare.
way to a fraternity party at Texas
A&M were struck and killed by a
pickup truck whose driver who had
CROSSWORDS
fallen asleep.
ACROSS
48 Music variety

You Can Win, But You Can't Lose

The Cold
$ Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.

Warehouse Tire

5

Co Ft

Et E-UTE Ft cr W

Ft

I DON'T 41ANNIA RETURN
ANTHONy'S PHONE CALL
RI&HT NOW, CANDACE

I'D FEEL GUILTV IF I
DIDN'T.

SOMETIMES I1"5 HARP TO
EXPRE55 OUR INNER
FEELINGS

VOICE MAIL:THE PensoNAL
LOW To oN.OID BEING
PERSONAL.

50 Years (Sp.)
51 Mal de —
53 Look angrily
55 Fermented
ale
58 French
province
61 No longer
working
(abbr )
62 Understand/
(2 wds )
64 Pal of 15
Across
65 Wide shoe
size
66 Donald
Trump's ex
67 Affirmative

1 Uneven
4 Former
slaves
9 Son of (Irish)
12 Turmeric.
13 — Haggard
14 Lennon's
widow
15 Popular doll
17 "Nashville"
director
19 Famous TV
bus driver
21 Not masc
22 Sight organs
24 Cul-de- —
26 "— free"
29 Demon of
Arabian lore
31 "—Cup'
33 Baseball stet
34 Sun god
35 Gagers' org
37 Grain
39 Vigoda ID
40 Work unit
42 Barbara —
Geddes
44 Beau —
46 Emperor
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
G INARIMS
IM!SigBEG
P ATSIMELEE ODE
O NHOLID
LA ,Naig
cool 1 3 F S K 1 E'S
REK INDWE
Qic.T AIDIMO LD ROT
OR
LOFT I ER
BA
TUT
0,SNIT • U
U.S EATABLES
O NSET MA ID
H ASTEN CLOTHE
Y,P.E11011216
S EE HEAT
NOTH
10-10 (I) 2000 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Globe
2 Narcotics
org
3 Man's name
4 — Jennings
5 Oozes
6 Riddle ID
7 Guido's high
note
4
13

5

6

8 Women s
magazine
Dearest'.
9
10 Collection of
facts
11 — Edison
16 Wash tub
18 Spread hay
20 Chapeau

8

9

*

14

18

•

17

18

19

iidi

PEANUTS

fOY FIEND? WADPYA
MEAN BOY FRIENP?! I'M
NOT',OUR BOY FRIEND!!
—1.
a
111

• 3 i at
,
- ;.- :

_Ji..

10

a
30
ill
38

A di

a

11

36
45

ill ill a 54
dUUdldill
ill
il
aU. dUUUU dll

11

Heron
Time periods
AFL- -Muse of
poetry
28 Rescues
30 Recede
32 Pester
36 — Lingus
38 Shreds
41 Reproductive
cell
43 Fall behind
45 Underhanded
47 Former
baseballer
Jackson, to
friends
49 Not luxurious
52 Cereal grass
54 Utah ski
resort
55 -You There"
56 Jamie Curtis
57 Warm up la
motor)
59 So-so grade
60 Printer's
measures
63 Symbol for
22
23
25
27

tantalum

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00
Mail Subscription I
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
('its
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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Mo vational speaker to bring religious message to Lovett
Nationally known evangelist
David Ring of Franklin. Tenn..
will speak at Lovett Auditorium
On the campus of Murray State
University Oct. 10 at 7 p.m.
The community is encouraged
to come hear his powerful story.
Ring, who was horn with cerebral palsy, will present a powerful testimony of how the love of
Jesus Christ transformed him from
"a cerebral palsy victim into a
cerebral palsy victory."
- Born the youngest of eight chil dren in 1953 in Jonesboro,
Arkansas. Ring is the on of a
Baptist minister.
Ring spent much of his childhood days participating in church
activities.
In 1964. Ring's father died, and
in 1968 his mother passed away
after a battle with taker. The.sadness of losing his' parents coupled
with his illness caused by Ring
to experience a period of extreme
loneliness and lack of self-worth.
He gave up on himself and he
felt that others, including his family. had done the same. He drifted away from God.
One sister, however, did not
give up on Ring. She encouraged
him to go back to church and school.
Eventually, he returned to church
and at a service in 1970 gave his
heart and life to Jesus.
Ring says he went from feeling like nobody to being a "somebody for the Lord Jesus,"

ally. He has been a guest on The
Old Time Gospel Hour and the
700 Club and has spoken at numerous conferences, youth rallies and
state conventions. .
You have never heard a speaker quite, like David Ring. Although
difficult to understand at first, you

will soon Iind yourselt captured
by his quick wit and warm personality.
Ring always focuses on individual's need to conquer their personal challenges and adversities.
He wilflumago,you laugh and cry.
You will be moved to consider

your own life.
married in 1981. They have four
Ring graduated with a bache- children: April, Ashley, Nathan and
lor's degree from William Jewell Amy Joy.
Baptist College. Liberty. Mo.. in
There will be no admission
1976. In 1978, he was named one charge to David Ring's Oct. 10
of the most outstanding young men visit in Murray. A love offering
in America.
will be taken. For more informaRing and his wife, Karen, were tion, call (270) 753-8240.

Students collect pennies for patients
ing collected almost $200 for the
society.
The students are motivated to
help others according to senior
Rachel Hughes.
"We want to help kids who
cannot get help."
DAVID RING
Junior Elise Warner agrees, "I
Melissa Spiceland, media spe- think this is very
important because
rreirgtfln byliairTATAttly:4- cialist, and but libidry-worIcers—are--- my grandmother has cancer and
he went back to high school where coordinating a "Pennies for we are collecting
money for
he was voted Most Popular, Vice Patients" campaign at the high research and
treatments. It means
President of his class and manag- school that is part of a nationa lot to me to help other. people."
er of the football, basketball and wide effort to raise funds for
Kyle Braddock summed up the
track teams.
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PENNIES FOR PATIENTS...CCHS juniors Amberly Paschall and
Brad Tate put in their pennies as part of a school-wide
Pennies for Patients campaign to raise money for the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society.
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Breast Pumps • Mastectomy Products
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The Essential Day Spa
• Massage Therapy • Manicures • Pedicures • Facials
• AVEDA", Nailtiques, & OPI Products
• Aromatherapy •Sugaring • Salt Glows • Body Wraps

1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, KY
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PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY
Tommy West, P.T.
Women's Health & Wellness Ctr.•Lourdes Medical Pavilion•Paducah, KY 42003•(270)575-1001
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COSMETIC STUDIOS

It's time to focus a spotlight on

Look Good. Feel Better.
For a FREE makeover

breast cancer and the importance of

908 S. 12th St. • Bel Air Center • Murray, KY 42071

early detection. If caught in its early stages,

We *ice

Call 270-753-6926

breast cancer can be treated very successfully.

305 D South 12th Street • Murray, KY

270-753-5678

Talk with your doctor about self-examination
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. and have a mammogram done regularly.
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